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English Coalition Conference

RELEARNING LEADERSHIP
by Tom Jones

I was shocked when Emil San/ari. chair of the ('onference for
Secondary School English Department Chairpersons. selected
me to represent CSSEDC at English Coalition Conference)
held at the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies at Wye
Plantation in Maryland during the slimmer of 1987. Why would
anyone want to from someone like me who had no na-
tional reputation? I had not written anything of major impact:
other than doing some ec itoral work for a few publishers and
making some CSSEDC presentations. I had accomplished little
on a national level. After all. I was just a department chair at
a small high school in northeastern Pennsylvania. What would
I have to contribute that could he of any value?

When the reading list t'or the conference arrived in May. I
experienced further doubt. The list included 37 books and
many articles. and I hegan to feel that, with all that had to he
completed by the end of the school term exams, grades,
awards. inventories. ordering. referrals perhaps I should grace-
fully decline my appointment. Instead. with the encouragement
of my wife and some friends at school. I persevered through
those materials, thinking that surely the three weeks at Wye
would provide adequate time to finish the reading. (Flom
the list. I pal ticulany recommend Horace'A Comprontiv by
Theodore Si/er, and rlw Shoppihg Mall High School by Powell.
Farrar, and Cohen.)

I was naive about the spare time, but the English Coalition
Conference turned out to he one of the most intense and
satisfying educational experiences of my life. The three weeks
from my arrival on July 6 weie filled with strand meetings. sub-
committee meetings presentations, and general discussions.
While the focus of our meetings was on the student and the
teaching of English. I came away with a greater understanding
of what it is to he an educational leader. Sonie of my ideas
about leadei ship were reaffirmed: others were new. I3ut jearly,

1 was in summer school relearning leadership. 1 he sixty in-
dividuals gathered in those rather lavish surroundings were all
leaders in some way: outstanding classroom teaeher members
of commissions ot national committees, eminen . seholars,
department chaii s. school distiict administrators. executive
directors of national organi/ations. All ot them exhibited some
common leadership traits that apply to all levels of education.
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Leadership Traits

First, each of us possessed a bi oad knowledge of English as a
discipline and of the nature of learning and the learner. Any
"leader" should know as much about these areas as possible,
instead of thinking that knowing more about management
will result in better leadership. We shared a core body of knowl-
edge that helped ground our discussions and enabled us to
understand other viewpoints.

As I read the draft position statements each of us had com-
posed before our arrival. I was ama/ed to find that we shared
a common commitment to making the classroom experiences
at the elementary, secondary, or college levels the hest possible
for the students. As the (lays progressed. I began to understand
that all of us. regardless of teaching level, wanted desperately
to improve English teaching and to assist our colleagues with
sonic method of doing just that. Leaders will find that their
teaching colleagues at all levels share this goal.

It also became clear that excellence in teaching is the hest
example of leadership. We began to iely on our kmiwledge of
the subject and of research to help make our world real as we
considered four areas: changes in schools as viewed histori-
cally: specific curriculum issues. such as the issue of whethei
school.; should he learner- or teacher-centered: aspects of the
language arts curriculum: and aspects of the media in con-
nection with language arts. What emerged after sonic frank
discussion and soul-searching was a unanimous statement
about the importance of the learner-centered classroom at
all levels, including college.

Differing Viewpoints
Second. despite sonic areas of difference. all of us were open
to the differing viewpoints of others. While ;ye did not always
agree with the ideas expressed by tuir invited speakers. there
was an honest exchange of our individual and ,iillective ideas.
We adopted the "sounding hoard" concept early in the ,:on-
ference. On the first full day, Ch.._.ster Einn. of the C.S. Depai t-
ment of Education, spoke to us about education lefolin and
assessment. I was furious at some of the ideas he was express-
ing. hut as I looked around the room and saw eveiyone taking
notes. I thought that it was just I who was out of sync with
our speaker. But as Dr. Finn fielded questions. I heard others
disagreeing hut not attetapting to denigrate his point of view.
E. D. Hirsch. Shirley Brice Heath. Jerome Singel, and others
all had the sante experience when their resentations ended.
In rict. these individuals fully e.:pected to hear differmg
opinions and were prepared for dialogue. School leadas might
foster more open exchange of differing opinions. rather than
avoiding aired differences of opinion,

Flexibility
Flexibility was a third leadership characteristic displayed hy the
conference participants. All of us. at some time or another, had
to shift schedules during the conference. The ,.hanging nature
of our discussions forced the conference planning committee to
redraw meeting times and agenda on at least three occasions.
Perhaps the most flexible group was the secondary strand, of
which I was a member. On the Wednesday before the coalition
ended, we presented our report. utilizing various forms of
discourse (expository. narrative, and descriptive) to demonstrate
our belief that students learn in a vat iety of ways. As it became
apparent that our report was not fully understood, it was with-
drawn. expanded to include additional expository material.
and then resubmitted for approval. Through such experiences
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I learned that, for a leader, fit nmess may be overvalued and that
only through some flexihihtv will progress he achieved,

Fver one present was well organized. In some cases like
mine. organization of material onto computer disks and into
notebooks was just one way of keeping up with the flow of
paper and ideas. What contributes to making all of us good
teachers and therefore good leaders is our ability to organize
our time as well as our ideas, both in and out ot' the classroom.
although perhaps on occasion we are too well organized and
Ind responsive to circumstances.

Compassion

Finally. every person at the conference was compassionate.
Even though we were away front the outside world, as Thoreau
might have liked, we were still a microcosm of it. In our time
together at Wye. many incidents demonstrated the undeistand-
ing atlitude neci,ssary for !cadetship, Illness of some members
of our group as well as family emergencies underscored the need
for leaders to express compassion and concern for colleagues.
When my own father-in-law suffered a stroke during the second
week of the coalition, daily quiri,'s about Ids progress were
comforting, [his genuine conk. 01 came front a sense of coin-
mimit and I was ieminded ol the need to do more to ci eate
a sense of community among those I presumably "lead.

While I went to the English Coalition Confetence because
I was selected to represent CSSEDC. I came back with greater
undeistanding of what it means to be a leader. Before I 1,..ft for
Wye. my professional fife was in turmoil. I was looking 'zn
desperation to change school districts or at least perhaps to
resign as department chairman. But at Wye Woods. I found
sixty ,:olleagues who poured new spirit into me and rekindled
lily concept of leadership. Yes. the conference wis like -.timmer
school, hut een more, it 1\ .1ti a collegial expelience dial had
peat ignificants: rot me. As e.e. ,.unimings wrote m his ;wen
"i thank you God for this most amazing,. who ha,:e died am

aiivo

Note

. The Coalition included representatives from NCH:. MLA.
and College English Association, and College Language Associa-
tion. as well as from the Association of Departments of English.
and from CSSEDC. CEE. and CCCC.

iron Jones is chair of the htglish Department at Wyoming
ralley West High School in Plynamth. PennvIrania 'aid a
member-at-large of the CSSEDC Erecutire (*on/mit/cc.;

THE ENGLISH COALITION CONFERENCE
by Robert D. Denham

At the English Coalition Confem ence. held this past summer at
the Aspen Institute for llumanistic Studies on the eastern shore
of Maryland.' I had the good fortune of being able to join the
secondary school discussion group for three weeks of reading,
writing. i:nd debate. At first I regretted that I had not been
assigned to the college strand, thinking that I would he more at
home among my own and more likely, perhaps to contrihute
to the discussion and the eventual recommendations. I already
knew a good portion of those in the college strand: I knew
none of the secondary teachers. But my fear of the unknown,
as well as ni iega et, disappeared quickly once the secondaty
strand got underway, and I count my time with this group of
teachers to have been a genuine learning experience.



Being a part of the secondary strand taught me. first ot all,
the degree to which our models for teaching language and litera-
ture are limited by that segment of :he educational world we
inhabit. Because I've spent the last thirty years in college ur
university settings, my modes of thinking about education have
been essentially centripetal. It's been difficult. therefore. to
distance myself froi» conventional habits of mind, But reading
what the secondary teachers wrote and hearing them talk about
solutions to the problems they encounter. about how they
view teaching and learning, about their own classroom expert.
ences, and about the often fragmented environment in which
they work helped to counter some of my own biases and
drew for Ine a much more complicated and expansive picture
of what will be required of English teachers in the late 1980s
and be!,ond.

The Coalition Conference was for me what a classroom
should be one that challenged us, was interactive, caused us
to take risks, threatened our usual ways of thinking, and forced
Us cimtinually to make and remake meaning out of the knowl.
edge and experience of the group. We learned by talking but we
also learned by writing, retiring almost every afternoon to
pound out sonic manifesto or critique, to elaborate on what
was said in the group. or to tell a story (narratives came to he

just as important as exposition in the secondary strand). We'd
then photocopy ow papers and leave them on a table in the
conference headquarters. Subsequent group discussion fre-

quently centered on the writing we'd produced. We doubtless
pi oduced too much paper: I returned to New York with at
least two reams of my colleagues' writing, which means that
we churned ont about 00,000 sheets during the three weeks
enough to break every photocopying machine within twenty
miles. Still, the writing and rewriting we did, the constant
revision our documents underwent. and the use ot our own
most:, however tentative and incomplete. as material for group
discussion turned out to represent a good model ioi writing
instruction. In Mary land we became the kind of learners and
wiiters, I think, that we'd like our students to become.

The Flight from Complexity
An anecdote about one thing I learned will, perliap. illustrate
this. One of our early struggles during the conterence %as to
tIV to define goals t'or si;Ident lea:ning. After two 01 three days

of talk. I IAegan to sense that we were reducing the issue to
something much less complex than i was. During cue of our
sessions. Janet Emig mentioned in passing the title ol an article
she was writing. "The 1:!4!ht frig» Complexity.- 1 he phrase
suddenly crystalliied sonic of the anxieties that had been

,ing at me about our discussion, so that afternoon I sat

down at the ccmiputer and tried to articulate them. I wrote:

A great deal of our discussion, as we have searched tor ways
tor define goals. seems to Inc to depend on OM having set
up a series of oppositions. I've L.onie sLmse that this Way
of defining goals k reductive and based on false dichotomies.
In short. I've come t() see some of our talk during the past
week as a "flight front complexity."

In trying io articulate% our commitments. it is natural. tor
us to set them in opposition to something eke. this is

particularly true of a reform movement. Reform is always
reactive: something in recent historv or practice needs to
be changed. and the new ideas that emerge either reject this
history (ir practice or reshape it in sonic way.

Both the language and the mode ot some ot our recent
discussion, It seems to nte, have tended toward rejecting
rattier than reshaping the opposinr categories arid so have
reduced the rich complexity of language ;Ind learning to

something less than it is. In one of the recent documents
about goals, for example, we find these oppositions: con-
structing meaning vs. memorizing facts. making meaning
vs. mastering a predetermined body of knowledge, goals
defined as experiences students should have vs goals defined
as pieces of information. "Nlenmrizing,- "predetermined,"
and "pieces" load the case against the other set of items irt
this series of oppositions: we naturally draw hack front
things that are routine, permanently fixed, disparate, or
unconnected, But my point is that such dichotomies arc
false, It's difficult to see, for example, how either mean-
ing or experience can be dissociated from facts, informa-
tion, or knowledge. My own experience at the conference
is a case in point. What I havqe conic to understand about,
say, student-centeted learning is based upon some demo-
graphic facts (data about who our students are going to he
in the future) and a body of knowledge (what we know
about the nature of learning).

The series of oppositions that Shirley Brice Heath sum-
marized at the end of her talk at the conference% were also, I
believe, false dichotomies. Here are some of ti,c either-or
distinctions she used:

academie performance vs. academic knowledge
primary-source knowledge vs. secondary-source knowiee:
speaking vs. writing
process vs. product
synthesis vs. analysis
students as question-makers vs. students as answer-givers
research practitioners vs. knowledge receivers
acconnts vs. recounts
meaning quests vs. label quests

Heath did not actually use the ward "versus.- Sometimes
she said "before," in the sense of "prior to''; sometimes she
used -instead of." But in any case, she clearly intended to
privilege% the first categories in the list and to de-emphasize
the second categories.

Any adequate% theory of language and learn'ng. I believe,
must get beyond a model of dialectical opposition to some-
thing more. inclusive, holistic, and interactive, Aristotle
spoke of the theoretical, practical. and productive sciences
those arts of inquiry having to do, respectively, with know-
ing, doing, and making. I see no good reason for making one
01 these -prior to- (pedagogically, chronologically, or
philosophically) the other two.

Even the metaphor (il the center, as in the expression
-student-centered,- is restrictive and exclusive, setting every-
thing else (e.g., teachers, knowledge', language%) outside the
space% of privilege. I have% b-nefited this last week from hear-
ing everytme in our group speak with great passion and
commitment about who ollr students are and are going to
be, about the richness ot their experience% as a source for
what can occur in the classroom, and about the constructivist
philosophy ot education. I ant a difterent person tor having
heen part of that discussion, and rni omvinced that I will,
therefore% be a better teacher. But it's easy tor such ex-
pressions as "the primacy of student experience" and
student-centered learning" to become shibboleths, and the
slogan is fertile ground for parody,

The Either-Or Trap
"Ihis little sermon was followed by an account of two writing
assignments during my freshman year in college, one that was
i.o come dnectlY from personal experience and one on an
assigned historical tore. I tried to argue that. in retrospect.
the lattei was More important for me than the former. But
when the seCondar grollp diticlIssed my papei. I came to
understand that, in writing about these assignments. I had fallen
into the either-or trap I had been critici/ing: my commentary
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on my freshman writing assignments depende0 on a false
opposition between primary- and secondary-source knowledge.
between romantic and classical modes of thought. between
self and society. between sentiment and reason, between things
parochial and things universal. I learned something important
that morning in the secondary school strand.

One afternoon, toward the end of the conference. Janet
Emig asked us to draw our theories of learning. My first im-
pulse was to put a big hook in the center of the picture. But
my experience in the secondary-school strand prevented my
doing this. and I ended up with a drawing that tried to illustrate
the complex interrelationships between teachers. students.
strucures of knowledge. language, and the expetiences we
have with eath other and the natural world. Looking at the
other drawings. I sensed that other member; of the Coalition
Conference had come to reject reductive oppositions and false
disjunctions. Once the proceedings of the conference are pub-
lished they will reveal. I believe, that the participants did not
choose to Hee from complexity. That. surely, will he a healthy
antidote to what we've been hearing from the chief officers of
the Department of Education in recent months,

Note
I. The conference. funded by the Rockefeller. Mellon. and

Exxon foundations and the NEIL brought together sixty
representatives from eight national English organi/ations to
examine the current state of English studies and to make
recommendations for the future.

(Robert Denhwn is Director of English Progrwns for the
Modern Language Association and an ex officio member of

NCTE Commission on the English Curriculum, I

CSSEDC File
THE RELUCTANT WRITER
AND WORD PROCESSING
by James Strickland

While Boards of Education buy the computer promise and send
their administrators and faculty on a iearch for the "software
solution.- the greatest resource for a "hi-tech" boost to literacy
is bein.i igtmred word processing. A good word processing
program is all that is needed to teach writing with computers:
this approach can reclaim writers who repoit that they hate
writing, that they find it frustrating, and that they are reluctant
to write in high schobl.

Reluctant writers can become participating writers when
they are given access to word processing. Listen to some of my
students. college freshmen, discussing word processing in the
course of an in-class freewriting exercise focused on their
writing histories. Brett writes. "I didn't like writing too much
in high school. [Word processing' is great! It's so much
easier for me.... The more you use it, the easier it gets....
You wonder why you never tried it before." Mike writes. "In
high school. I did just enough to get by. [Word processing'
makes writing easier because you can erase casily or change
your mind without having to start a new page." Trish writes. "I
dreaded writing in high school, [Word processing is easier
than pen and paper." Rob's reaction to writing in high school.
"hated it." is followed by the assertion that word pi ocessing has
"made writing more enjoyable.-

Any resource that can evoke a response as strong as those
just mentioned deserves attention. Why is word processing so
effective? The students claim it makes writing easy. Cluistine

writes. "I felt writing was busy work in high school.... Word
processing makes it easier to remite. With word processing you
can change words aro, .1 without rewriting the whole paper.-
"Easy" to students means that it saves tim and allows them to
fix their writing without retyping. Brian writes, word processing
"makes it easier and saves time. There is no writing and typing:
it's just typing. And if we make a mistake, it is fixable before
we print it." Deana writes, "Working with the word processor
makes writing a lot easier. You can erase whatever you want
and add things wherever you want to. It' you make a mistake,
you can fix it and print it over in a matter of two minutes."
Kim writes. "Word processing makes it much simpler to change
things around and make adjustments without retyping the
whole paper. It's made a big difference in last minute changes."
Frank writes. "I feel word processing is more effective on papers
longer than a page. With these, it is very time saving." Tom
writes. "Working on the word processor has made me like
writing so much more because you don't have to rewrite your
paper everytime you make a mistake.- Linda writes. "Word
processing makes it easier to write papers since you can easily
go back and correct mistakes and change the paper."

Writing Attitude Changes
It is obvious that a word processing program allows stadents
to become active writers. but the charge is made that the com-
puter is nothing more than an electronic typewriter. The stu-
dents answer the charge when they write about the affective
changes in their writing. Brad writes. "Working on a word
processor makes writing ... more exciting: therefore ir has
prompted me to write more." Aaron writes. "It is fun to use
and I enjoy doing my assignments on it." Another student.
Valerie. writes about a change in her perception. "Writing
with a word processor is useful at times: you can actually see
your writing.- To me. the most convincing argument that word
processing does more than function as an electronic type-
writer is offereol by Jui'v. She writes. "I enjoy writing with
the word p.ocessor beciaise I am able to sit at the computer
and try or t different ideas in many different places of my
writing." Word processing encourages risk taking.

Of course. word processing is not perfect. The two biggest
complaints heard from students are that it is inconvenient and
that writers now need keyboard skills. Trish writes. "It was such
an inconvenience to get to the computer room." wbile Bill
writes. "I'd rather write in pen because I'm slow on puoching
the keys.- Joe. the student who produced the largest volume of
text in his electronic journal, writes the puriling conmlent.
'Working with the computer has made me not want to write
as much only because it takes too long to type it in. since I
am a poor typist

Sonic the students' initial experiences will he as irritating
ay those of Sandi: "In a way. it does make everything so much
e.asier . it' you know what you're doing. But for us nnfortunate
people who don't know how to use them, it can he very irri-
tating and time consunung." But eventually, more of them will
soon agree with Lori: "At first. I hated [word processing]
because I didn't know how to properly use the computer. Now.
I like it very much because using the computer is a lot of fun
and making corrections is a easier."

My sense of things is that reluctant writers do become
writers through the act of writing, a change that ..ord process-
ing encourages. Others may still feel that the act of writing. in
itself, is not enough to improve one's skill at writing They
search for mme software. more computer-assisted instruction.
Yet, wor d processing can also deliver instruction. providing
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individualited instruction through lesson files created by the
instructor and read by the student like other text files.

The lesson tiles contain prompts to writing, teaching a
myriad of skills paragraphing. ',rewriting. editing- and suggest-
ing a variety of writing tasks. For example. many teachers
assign some form of the autobiographical essay. This can be-
come a computer-assisted lesson.

Sample Lessons
One of my graduate students. Rebecca Laubach. a ninth- and
tenth-grade teacher at Mars High School in Mars. Pe insylvania.
created a lesson tile called "Memory- with no programming
knowledge and nothing nioN than a word processing program.
When one of our students loads the tile, here is what appears
on the screen:

Screen I Memory

THIS IS YOUR LIFE

(Type your name here)

AS YOU MOVE THROUGH THIS LESSON TRY
CENTER EACH SET OF DIRECTIONS ON THE
SCREEN SO THAT YOU SEE ONLY ONE SET OF
DIRECTIONS OR ACTIVITIES AT A TIME.

Screen 2

Everyone has unforgettable memories from childhood.
These memories conie from experiences at school. vaca-
tions with our families. time spent with friends, or just
every day life. In this lesson, you are going to write about
events from your past.

Screen 3

In the spaces provided below, complete as many of
the following sentences as Nou can.

I . The things that frightened me as a child were
2. I got into trouble when ...
3. My childhood was unusual because ..
4. My confidence showed when ...
5. When I was young I admired ...
6. MN. happiest memory is .

7. My saddest memory is ...

When you've done as many as you can. move on.

Screen 4

Now you are going to expand one ot the sentences
you wiote into a paragraph. Choose any sentence you
want and retype it below.

Begin typing here

Screen 5

Now, in a few more sentences, explain what you said.
You can give two or three short examples that jlustrate
your point, or you can tell one long story. Start typing
at the end of the sentence you typed in above this
paragraph.

When you are finished move on to the next screen.

Screen 6

Now that you have something written, you might want
to revise it. Go hack and reread the paragraph you have
just written. While you are reading. you might ask your-
self these questions. Does my paragraph clearly express
the idea I had in mind? Could someone who doesn't
know me understand what 1 am saying and why I am
saying it? If not, you may want to make some changes.

Be sure to save this file and get a printout.
End of "Memory".

Again. Ill let my students tell you about lesson tiles.
Michelle writes. "The lesson tiles were okay. I think the two
with the autobiographical entries helped because I was lost for
an idea.- Lori writes that lesson files 'helped me to expand
my thoughts.... [they] helped me to think more clearly and
understand what you wanted.- A full treatment of lesson files
can be found in Dawn and Ray Rodrigues's Teaching Writin.k.
with a Word Processor, Grades 7-13, an ERICINCTE TRIP
booklet.

Forget the software with bells and whistles: disregard the
drills and skills software: negotiate computer lab time away
from the math classes. Get students writing with word process-
ing. running "user-friendly- programs such as Bank Street
Writer. Appleworks. Word Perfect, or PC-Write, and reluctant
writers will become eager writers.

(James Strickland teaches English at Slippery Rock l'nirersity,
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, and will begin his editorship of
CSSEDC Quarterly in May 198N.)

TEACHER AIDES: AN UNTAPPED RESOURCE
FOR WRITING
by Kathleen Williams

While most secondary school English teachers recogniie the
importance of teaching the writing process through daily
writing and conferencing, typical class loads (often five or six
classes consisting of over IOU students) do not allow them time
to conference and work through an entire writing piece with
every student. Teachei aides. however, are a valuable, though
seldom used. resource in these classrooms. Although teacher
aides are often seen as little more than clerical assistants or
monitors, in truth. these people are talented. bright. paid-
piofessionals who understand and enjoy working with stu-
dents. Teacher aides, with proper training and planning. can
be a valuable asset in the writing classroom. At State Univeisity
College of New York at Buffalo, for example, a program to help
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teacher aides toward a B,A. has been in place for two years.
The Buffalo schools agreed to put aides on the payroll and the
college, in turn, provided courses to train them,

Teacher Aides in the Classroom

To prepare aides for the English elassroom, the agenda for a
writing-tutor training program should be well founded in the
process approach to the teaching of writing. The first place
where an aide's individual attention would be invaluable is at
the initial "ideas to print- step of the writing process. During
this first stage of writing, an aide in the classroom could help
students through brainstorming, questioning, and discussing
the topics for the stuOmts' papers. As their writing progresses.
the students could conference with the aide on an individuai
basis, and the aide could also be available t'or comment and
feedback during the revision stage of writing.

Identification of Interested Aides
A writing-tutor training program would not be appi-opriate
for all teacher aides in the secondary schools. A questionnaire
addressing interest and potential expertise could be used to
assess interest in such a project among English staff and aides
in one or more schools. Such a questionnaire should be com-
pleted only after an initial meeting of all English teachers and
aides, and it should explain in detail the rationale for such a
training program. A workshop format might benefit those who
express interest but who are not able to commit a large block
of time to the training.

Interest in the area of writing is. of coup e, the primary
factor needed to identify those aides who would be wilting to
undergo training. The participants should be well aware of the
time and effort it takes to leaen a:'.d feel comfoi table with
conferencing techniques, and they should be wilHg to enter
into the experience with an open mind about the Leaching of
writing.

The aides should be made aware that they wilt be free to
resume their previous duties if, after their training. they feei
uncomfortable about the basic philosophies expressed in the
program. if they feel that the experience will not he a positive
one for them, or it' they ale found unsuited to the program.

Proposed Program Formats
Although it would be ideal for secondary school administrators
to work with an area college in setting up such a program. other
avenues are open for training aides to work in cooperation with
the English teacher in order to encourage and facilitate success-
ful writing programs. Such training must have the support and
cooi 2ration of both the administration anJ the classroom
teacher. Although the classroom teacher would serve as super-
visor, the purpose of such a program must he to establish a
working team that is recogni/ed as such by the students. Basic
philosophies must be both similar and compatible, an,: goals
and objectives imist be clearly established and followed through
to their completion.

The administration must agree to provide training for the
aides during school hours, perhaps in cooperation with a univer-
sity. om the aides should he compensated for the time they
spend in training. This agreement on the part of the administra-
tion demonstrates its commitment to the program. Training
can be accomplished in a variety of ways. depending on avail-
able resources. A piogram that results in the granting of a
degree is one alternative. but providing courses in the methods
of teaching writing through continuing education progRinis is
another possibility. Working with outside consultants can also
pi ()vide naming tot aides and wive as a stimulus for ienewme

the motivation of the classroom teacher. This is especially true
it' the teachers are consulted about possible facilitators.

Conclusion
The paperwork load for the English teacher makes difficult
birth frequent writing and conferencing. Therefore, teacher
aides can be a saluable resource as writing tutors. Through
proper training, these aides can work with the English teacher.
pro,iding the students with more individual attention through
team effort. As a result of this assistance, more writing can take
place. and student progress can be monitored more closely.
School systems should carefully consider using teacher aides
to facilitate student writing; teacher aides are definitely
a valuable resource.

(Kathleen Williams is the assistant director of the Academic
Skills Center at the State University College of New York at
Buffalo. Iktire assuming this position, she taught reading in
Buffalo area high schools, )

THOUGHTS ON RESTRUCTURING SCHOOLING
THROUGH LEADERSHIP'
by Jerry Beton

The first "Wave of Reform" emphasiied teacher and school
accountability through state mandates. merit pay prop anis, and
increased attention to testing. The second wave has focused
on teacher preparation programs (Carnegie Commission and
Ilolmes Group reports) and recommended new school structures
such as lead teachers, peer coaching. and men wring.

The next reform movement will be at the classroom level.
There will he a greater emphasis on professionaliiing teachers
and teaching. If we are to have real reform mat will have a
positive effect on teaching and learning, we will need to focus
our efforts on renewing people, not structures. In order to do
this we need to develop a spirit of renewal in ourselveS and our
colleagues. for without renewal there can he no excellence.
We will have to overcome the attitudes of those who have lost
their own capacity fir renewal,

fransrormational leaders are needed both within and outside
of the classroom. They are leaders whose major purpose is to
help others reach their full potential. Transformational teachers
and administrators go to work each day with the belief that
they can make a di. tt...erence. that somehow thes can help others
to reach then potential. and that when this is accomplished
then schools will become excellent. The driving force for
tiansformational leadership is toughminded cptimisin.

Empowerment is necessary if we are to have positive re;otni
in classrooms and schools. However, it is more than sharing
power. 1rue empowerment is based on the behet th:'t others
are capable of and able to fulfill important moles in the organita-
non. 1 his results in improved roles and statuti. It is impomtant
to understand that only those who are transformational leaders
can truly empower others.

Transformational leaders share several characteristics. These
characteristics include having a commitment to systematic
renewal. holding high expectations for their own behavior,
modeling the behavior they expect of others, and having a
positive self-regard. When transformational teachers empower
students because they feel that they have been empowered.
classrooms and schools can become centers of excellence.

Note

1. This article is excel pted from "Challenges and Expecta-
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tions." a speech delivered to CSSEDC on November 24. 1987,
during tho annual convention in Los Angeles.

(Jerry &ion is a professor of curriculwn and instruction at tlw
University of Tennessee at Knoxville.)

CSSEDC News
ELECTION RESULTS/APPOINTMENTS

Elected members-at-large to the CSSEDC Executive Committee
in 1..os Angeles during the CSSEDC Annual Meeting were the
t011owing: Judith Kelly. Department Chair, Hine Junior lligh
School, Washhigton, DC:and Kevin Mel high. Department Chair,
Finneytown Junior and Senior High School, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Appointed editor of the (SAM' Quarterly for a threeyear
term beginning. Fall 1988 was: James Strickland. English Depart-
ment. Slippery' Ruck University. Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania
10057-1326.

Appointed chair of the CSSEDC Nominations Comnuttee for
1988 was: Mary-Sue Gardetto. Department Chair, Ankeney

Iligh School. Beavercreek. Ohio. Nominations for associ-
..te chair and for members-atarge should be sent to Mary-Sue

lardetto, 2491 Clubside Drive. Dayton, Ohio 45431.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

.pcoming conferences of interest to department chairs:

CSSEIX: at NCTE Spring Conference in Boston. March 23-
26. 1988. Iwo prow ams of special mite. Tom Jones wil!
discuss implications of the English Coalition Conference for
the English ,mrricultim. teaching and teacher ,AuLation:
Bonnie Gem ich will present a uew -outones-based- Enelish

.gtani and us ramifications for instruction and curt kulum
design.

1968 International Humor Conference. April 1-4. nil due
Contact: Victor Raskin. Chait. linguistics Pro-

gram. tleavilon flail. Purdue University. West Lafayette.
Indiana 47907. 313/743-300.4.

6th Annual Cor,ference On Writing Assessment. April 15-17,
1988, Radissoa Umversity liotel. Minneapolis. Minnesota.
Contact: Leslie A. Denny.. Conference Services. .:20 ..solte
Center, 315 Pillsbury Drive SE, University of Minnesota.
Minnet.polis. Minnesota 55455.

Attending the NCTE Spring Conference
in Boston, March 23-26?

Then come to CSSEDC's
BOSTON TEA PARTY

Friday, March 25, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Marriott Copley Place
Grand Ballroom

Salons ABCD
Fourth Floor

Stop by the CSSEDC infouration table in the hook
e\hibits and piLk up your invitation to the party. At the
BOSTON TEA PARTY. meet other English department
leaders from throughout the country and have compli-
rnentary drinks and hors d'oeuvres. See you there!

11.r.

CSSEDC ANNOUNCEMENTS

Jim Strickland, a member of the English Department at Slip-
pery Rock State University in Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, has
been appointed Editor of the CSSEDC Quarterly, beginning
with the October, 1988 issue. lie replaces Driek Zirinsky,
Associate Professor of English at Boise State University, Boise,
Idaho, who has held the position since 1984.

NEH SUMMER SEMINARS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Fifty-three summer seminars for secondary school teachers
are offered by the Nationaf Endowment for the !humanities.
Acceptance at one of the seminars carries with it a stipend and
expenses for travel and housing. Although the deadline for
applying is March 1. 1988. there is still dine to apply. To get a
copy of the guidelines and an application form. write:

National Endowment for the liumanities
Division of Fellowships and Seminars
Room 316
1 I 00 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20506

Or. phone Rick Emerson at 202'786-04u3. These fine opportu-
nities tor teachers and chaits are worth looking into!

CALL FOR VIDEOTAPES

NCTE is interested in reviewing videotapes for preservice and
Inset vice training of teachers of English and the language arts.
K-16. with an eye towards making such materials more widely
available to the profession. If your school district or college
has produced a videotape which yuu feel is excellent, our review
committee would like to see it. The vide(qape must have been
produced by nononnmercial. nonprofit organizations. Content
should be pedagogical e.g.. how to teach some aspect of
writing. language. or litcrature not instructional material for
students. such as videotapes about Shakespeare. propaganda
analysis. and so on. Please send a review copy of och videotape,
preferably in cassette form, and any accompanying promotional
materials to Dr. Allan Dittmer, Chaim. NCTE Committee to Re-
view Videotapes for Inservice Matedals. c/o Department of
Secondary Education, School of Education. University of
Louisville, Louisville. Kentucky 40292. Videotapes submitted
will be returnt!'.! at ter review by the committee.

It is the policy of NCTE in its journals and other publications to provide
a forum for the open discucsion of ideas concerning the content and the
teaching uf English and the language arts. Publicity accorded to ally
parncular point of view does not imply endorsement by the ENecutive
Committee. the Board of Directors, or the membership at large, eNcept
in announcements of policy where such endorsement is clearly specified.

CSSI:DC Quarterly (ISSN 0738-1409) is published in October.
December, I ebruary. and May by the National Council of Teachers of
English. 1 l 11 Kenyon Road, Urbana. Illinois 61801. Subscription price
for the Conference for Secondary School English Depaitment Chair-
persons. S10.00 per year. Add S2.00 per year for Canadian and all other
international postage. Single c.opy. $2.50 (S1.50 members). Remittances
should be made payAle to NCIT by check, money order, or bank draft
in U.S. currency. Communications regaiding change of address and
permission to ieprint should be addressed to the Natiimal Council of
Teachers of English. 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801.
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CSSEDC Execntive Committee

Chair
Emil J. Saniari
Paramus High School

ast Century Road
Paramus, New Jetsey 07652

Associate Chair
Wendell Schwart,,,
Stevenson High Sch )1

16070 West Highway ...
Prairie View, Illinois 60

Past Chair
Mary F. Getty
921 Marine Drive. #322
Galveston. Te\as 77550

Liaison to NCTE Secondary
Section Committee
Carol Compton
Hudson High School
Hudson. Massachusetts 01749

Corresponding Secretary
Thomas Jones
Wyoming Valley West High School
Wadham Street
Plymouth. Pennsylvania 18651

Membership Chair
Myles Hey
Warren Central High School
9500 Last 16th Stieet
Indianapolis, Indiana 46229

Secretary-Treasurer
John C. Maswell
NCTE

Staff Liaison
Jane Christensen
NCIE
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Judith M. Kelly
Hine Junior High School
8th and Pennsylvania Avenue. SE
Washington. D.C. 20003

Shirley Ann Lyster
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Mary Ellen Thortgon
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6001 Golden 1 orest
Houston. Texas 77092
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Milburn Sr. High School
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Millburn, New Jersey 07041

CSSEDC QUARTERLY
National Council of Teachers of Elighgh
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS
PLANS FOR FUTURE ISSUES

The CSSEDC Quarterly, a publication of the Conference for
Secondar.: School English Department (..71lairpersons of NCIE
seeks articles of 250-3000 words on topics of interest to En .
glish department leaders. Informal. firsthand accounts of
successful department activities are encouraged. R.-ce,it surveys
of our readers reveal the,..,e topics to be of interest en 'raging
leadership within the department. evaluating teaciie . cur-
riculum. and implementing change. Short articles on these and
other concerns are published in every issue. In adJition.
comin, issues will havelhese themes:

October 1988
(July 1 deadline):

December 1988
(September 1.5-deadline): "Professional 13,:velopment Days-

February 1,989
(November I deadline):

May 19,89
(Fehr/04y 1 deadline):

"Computer Labs for English"

"High School-College Articulation"

"Research in tl a.isir am"
Adfress articles and inquiries to: James Strickland I:dhor,
CSSI:DC Quarterly, English Depai tment, Slmnory Rock Univer-
sity. Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania. 16057-1:
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Responding to Public Pmssure

LITERACY AND LANGUAGE ARTS:
IT'S NOT JUST OUR JOB ANYMORE
by Faith N. Delaney

A concerned parent recently sent a copy of a newspaper article
to the central office of my school &trio, decrying the increas-
ingly serious problem of illiteracy in America. It was forwarded
to me as language arts coordinator with the clear implication to
"do something about it." When I showed the article to my
colleagues in mathematics, science, mai social studies, they
joked Aout being relieved that the responsibility for the state
of students' reading and writing competence is still regarded as
the task of the English teacher alone.

In an increasingly complex teehnological society where a
variety of types of literacy are needed, it is clear that those of
us who teach language arts cannot be the only ones held account-
able for children's ability to comprehend the written word. The
charge of making our students literate must be shared by all
academic disciplines and supported by the family and communi-
ty, as well.

Within the last year, a number of studies have focused on
the continuing problem of illiteracy and its educational and
economic impact on American society. The National Assessment
of Educational Progress in its Report Card released in March,
1987, entitled "Learning to Ik 1.iterate in America," focused
on the growing problem faced by major corporations who must
hire and then train workers to read and write to a degree where
they can function effectively in the business world.

As the amount of printed data that must be read, absorbed.
and acted upon increases, the level of literacy necessary for
minimal competence also increases. In addition, it is clear that
the very nature of literacy varies greatly in accordance with the
type of discourse, the author's purpose, :ind the targeted audi-
ence. The experiential background, mind set, and previous hody
of knowledge are all factors which significantly influence a per-
son's ability to read.

What Is Literacy?
An individual may well be visually literate-- able to gain infor-
mation from diagrams or maps, yet he unable to critically read
a novel or recognize subtle techniques of persuasion. Still other
learners may readily demonstrate computer literacy or be able
to follow printed directions to assemble a toy or bicycle, while

National Council i)I Teachers of FlOish
1111 Kenyon Road. Urbana. Illinois 61801



being completely mystified by a written explanation of the new
tax codes.

There are readers who can decode blueprints to construct a
building who would be overwhelmed if asked to summarize the
key points in a chapter of a high school physics text. All are
literate in specialized ways, yet deficient in other aspects of the
term.

The N. A.E.P. report also contains a litany of depressing, but
hardly surprising statist,cs. which characterize young adults as
sadly lacking in their ability to "find, understand, summariz-
and explain relatively complicated infOrmation." Higher le . el

skills such as analyzing and synthesizing are even more deficient.
Students in minority groups achieve still lower levels of reading
and writing performance, a conclusion supported by the
N.A.E.P.'s earlier reports, "Literacy: Profiles of America's
Young Adults" and "The Writing Report Card: Writing
Achievement in American Schools" (N.A.E.P., 19861.

This substantiall ). lower performance of Black and Hispanic
young people has led researchers to consider factors beyond
classroom instruction. Two key influences are the educational
level of the parents and the kind and amount of reading material
in the home. The value placed on reading and writing by parents
and communicated to children is bound to influence student
achievement in these areas (N.A.E.P., 1987).

Teachers, too, of course, transmit their attitudes to their
pupils. The classroom teacher who enjoys reading aloud, who
guides children to select books which reflect their interests, and
designs book report assignments which are stimulating and crea-
tive cannot help hut convey a personal philosophy that reading
is important, worthwhile, and enjoyable.

Teachers who write while their classes are writing and who
plan ways to make writing real--letters to newspapers, political
leaders, or pen pals., class anthologies and magazines and writing
bulletin boards. a visit from a well-known author of clnldren's
literature communicate a sense that writing is valued and worth
doing well.

Who Should "Teach" Literacy?
But what of the language arts teacher? Are we the only ones
who should worry about "doing something" about literacy'?
How are we to make books more appealing than television and
writing letters as much fun as talking on the telephone? Where
does our responsibility end and that of the parents take
These are not cosily answered questions for there are no simple
y.'ntions. Educators must first acknowledge and then address
the outside factors of electronic media, poor home environment,
the desire for instant gratification. and a barrage of jargon front
government, advertising, and business that is the antithesis of
high-quality writing.

We must first examine ourselves. Do we value reading and
writing'? What kind and level of literacy should we demand of
our elves as educators? Is it unreasonable to expect teachers to
consult book reviews and regularly read national papers and
weekly news magazines? How much and how often should
teachers be expected to write? What should the standard of
writing quality be for administrative memos and curriculum re-
polls'?

The teacher of language arts does have a vested interest in
sharing the commitment r. increase the reading and writing
abilities of students with ..achers in the other content areas.
Social studies, particularly, can teach students high-level reading
skills that are not traditionally the province of the language arts
curriculum. It is in social studies that students are first exposed
to nonfiction material and are asked to read analytically, draw

conclusions, and predict outconics.
In the middle elementary grades, reading instruction is still

primarily focused on skill development rather than interpretation
and critical evaluation. Science and social studies are generally
the first subjects for which students must "study" and thus are
the best areas for teaching the skills of guided study techniques
such as S-Q-3R. The ability to gain information from nonprint
mediaphotographs, maps, charts. graphs, and video presenta-
tionsalso are integral parts of these content-area subjects.

Language Arts Can Take the Lead
Language arts teachers can share their expertise with other staff
members through in-service training and increase the awareness
of the administration that literacy -when defined as the teaching
of reading, writing, thinking, and speaking---is clearly a respon-
sibility shzued by all teachers in all subject areas.

Equi,:ly important is communicating with parents regarding
the importance of the home environment. Parents need to instill
a love of learning in their children by teaching them to value
reading and writing. Parents should be encouraged to read aloud
to their children and to give books as g:fts. The completion of
homework needs to be a priority which supersedes television
viewing and shopping trips. Family vacations should not he
scheduled when school is in session. Books, lewspapers, and
magazines should be plentiful in the home, and children need
to see their parents reading. Writing can be fostered by letters
to relatives, thank-you notes, and journals kept to record impres-
sions of family trips.

The improvement of literacy, clearly, is a multifaceted prob-
lem which requires combined efforts of school staff and admin-
istration, parents and community members, and business and
political leaders in order to bring about significant change. Lan-
guage arts tcicher: simply cannot fight alone or bear the sole
responsibility for remedying a national problem of epic propor-
tions. "Do something about it!" Indeed, we have been and will
continue to do so, but we will not succeed without a commitment
from the entire educational system and from society as a whole.
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CAPTURE THE BUTTERFLY
by David Fisher

One of the new experiences being president lof the British Co-
lumbia English Teachers' Association1 has brought me is contact
with the media. I can't say I've been favorably impressed with
the results. None of the members of the media I've dealt with

miswpresented me (although a television reporter was clearly
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trying to direct me toward the sensational); yet the resultant
stwies have seemed some distance from what I meant.

For example, Francis Bula, the education writer for The Sun,
phoned me last Sunday at 21:30 for my comments on the illiteracy
series her paper had run the week before. In the half hour I gave
her, I provided at least ten factors contributing to increasing
illiteracy and a few policies that, if implemented, would reduce
illiteracy, and then I pursued the idea that there might not be an
illiteracy problem after all. In her column the next day, Bula
quoted me as saying that English teachers are beginning to teal
to their students, even at the senior high level, and tht English
classes contain too many students.

1 don't dispute that I said that; I do have a few quibbles about
what she chose to print from a klf-hour conversation. Neither
do I think she was hostile: in fact, she was quite sympathetic,
both in the interview and in her column.

It's more that I now realize that dealing with the media is
like teaching children: we provide them with simple truths, a
phrase that rings with paradox. In teaching, we try to get the
essence of what is important, to pare away the skin to get to the
flesh, and to eliminate the interkrence that flashes on the screen
of understanding.

Yet we know that if we are too reductionist, if our attempt
at truth is too simple, the integrity of the idea is gone, and what
remains is flat dogma. Reduce "Defender of the Faith" or Lord
of the Flies to prescriptive themes created hy the teacher, and
the works are dead. We want to ir oid giving the student such
a narrow view and, at the same time, to focus the work enough
to put it within reach. We want to ensure that the work remains
alive, perplexing and yet engaging.

So the next time the media call. I'll ask what they want, tell
them I'm busy for twenty minutes. and call hack with two para-
graphs of simple truth. Let's hope I can pin that butterfly before
it flies off again.

(David Fisher. is Presiden( , British Columbia English Teachers'
Association)

CSSEDC File
THE ELOQUENCE OF NIL
by Robert Schnelle

My problem begins with an old man who wants to die quietly.
Just as he's riding of1 to the desert, though, an inquirer hridles
his pony. Against his hetter judgment, the old man agrees to
record what eighty years have taught him.

"Those who talk don't know: those who know don't talk,"
writes the fifth century B.C. philosopher, I.ao Tzu, prevented
from taking his own advice at the last. Legend has it that he
hreaks his silence at the pleading of a guard as he's passing
through the gate of a city in western China. The result is Tao
Te Ching, or The Way (Ind Its Pmver, hy far the tersest of
scriptures associated with a world religion, but on( written hy
a man for whom language itself had come to verge on the heret-
ical.

Englkh teacher% might claim Lao Tzu's dilenmia for their
own. Most care enough for words to value reticence. We applaud
the writer who keeps it tight. Like thipwrights. we learn to g.itige
a boat's worth hy what doesn't seep through the lapstrakes. We
watch the space around forms in paintings hy O'Keefe. Preferring
ploughman's lunch to Thanksgiving, the teacher reads essays
with an eye to what's not there.

After five years of teaching, though, I feel I should love
words and words. I read a surfeit of them, ninety themes at a

crack. When I read parroted corporate: .-!ak, I can't say that I
love words at all: "Each and every one of these impactful aspects
are then accessed by appropriate personnel." When I hear words
wasted I get the impression that breath is limitless: "There are
many challenges we facechallenges that face democracy in
the years to come." Am I doing right to teach a trust in language
when nine-tenths of that in use is specious? Are there instances
when a tied tongue is the better alternative?

Teach 'em to know the enemy, says Ken Macrorie, who calls
windy talk "Engfish." I had taken up this monicker in class till
one day a crewcut boy turned the tables. "Mr. Schnelle," he
said, "you're using Faigfish." Interpretation being the word in
question, Crewcut must have supposed Engfish to comprise the
body of words unfamiliar to him personally. A mistake easily
made and forgiven.

Then it language with waffles and sogs which makes me
envy the anchorites'? .ae situations and changes of everyday
life," writes one girl, "lre really important to oneself." Words
like these defy gravity and float on their vacuousness. But helium
is for zeppelins, so I plan my next lesson with that in mind.
Arriving in class, I write on the blackboard: "She told me all
of the things she kept locked in her heart." I ask the students
to write down what they think said things might consist of. After
they have read these aloud, we find out that one person's "desire
for a medical career" is another's "times she'd pilfered her
mother's purse."

Engfish is pompous and patronizing. Students write me ser-
mons attesting to my need for Jesus. They pepper pages with
phrascs like "ohviously" and "as anyone would agree." At its
worst though. English is pernicious. Reflecting upon Walker
Percy's The Mmlegoer, a young woman asserts, "Each and
every human being is valuable and unique, and not one single
thing in the universe can change that." Heavens! Uven evidence
for such a hone, I'd attend with trembling cars. Instead. words
like Dachau, Hiroshima, and Cwnlwdia toll in my forehead. A
billion deaths, torturings, and aimless, darkened lives erased in
the glide of a ballpoint.

What gives rise to the lofty platitude? Who teaches us to
mean so much while establishing so little'? Hallmark, talk radio,
MTV, I suppose. Whitney Houston's torch-pap perhaps. My
colleague, Bill, encourages me to propose a National Honesty
in Language Week. It should include schools and colleges
everywhere, he says: fourth graders in Boise pting stories hy
"words that stride" and "words that slither"; his. school writers
in Buffalo stalking prose jungles with generalities as prey; col-
legians in Little Rock dehating the political uses of euphemisms.
The week of honesty would remind us that words launch ideas
and that ideas bear consequences.

Lao Tzu warns, "weep your mouth shut. Guard your senses."
Bill scoffs and speaks of change. Five years on in teaching, !
guard my sentences and imagine the sounds of wordless speech.

(Robert Schnelle teaches in the English Department at Clemson
University, ('lemsonS'outh Carolina.)

STRIKING THE SAME CHORD:
REACHING A CONSENSUS
IN GRADING EMPHASES
by Robert Perrin

Ms. Downey, the ninth-grade English teacher, is a stickler for
technical correctness, as the CS's, AGR's, and CAP's in the
comments on students' papers reflect. Mr. Herrick, the tenth-
grade English teacher, values sentence-level work ahove all eke,
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as the AWK's. VAR's, and SlIB's in his marginal comments
show. Mr. McDonald, the eleventh-grade composition teacher,
emphasizes hgical organization most, as the TRANS's, LOG's,
and U's that line students' papers indicate. Mrs. Allen, the
college-prep teacher, prizes effective diction, as the WC's,
WW's, and MOD's in her marginal notes demonstrate.

Although they work in the same school, evemtually share the
same students. teach from the same textbook series, and answer
to the same department chairperson, these teachers all see student
writing in difkrent v4-ays. None is misguided, of course, since
each teacher brings to the evaluation of writing special couccrns
and must of necessity approach writing using his or her Own
strengths as a teacher. None is necessarily undermining the other
teachers' efforts, since writing is a multifaceted process. Yci
the impression that students often get in a program like this
one --one with different emphases in each classroom--is that
evaluating writing is a quirky, individual process that has no
unifoim set of standards, no generally agreed upon criteria for
deciding what is or is not effective writing.

This dilenuna in the evaluation of student writing is one that
affects manyperhaps even most---departments of English. It
is not an easy one to resokc, as all concerned chairpersons
knovk . Adopting elaborate, uniform evaluation sheets may solve
the surface problem and give the illusion of absolute agreement
about grading standards, but teachers rightfully balk at the same-
ITS ot these forms. Individual students do not always need the
same conmients; aried assignments are not equally well matched
to the same forms; complicated forms are often annoying to
complete; even difkrent groups of students (those in first hour
versus foul th hour or tenth-graders versus cleventh-graders) have
needs that can't be met by a generic evaluation form.

Holistic scoring -a procedure that has distinct merits for rat-
ing large batches of papershelps little with evaluation because
an agreement on what makes a 4 paper a 4 paper is. of necessity,
reinov cd I rom the comments that teachers want to make on most
sets of student papers.

What, then, can teachers within a department do to reach a
consen ars on grading emphases? How can we devdop more
consisteno than we often have without, at the same time, ignor-
ing the fact that we must all have our individual standards to
apply, our favorite features of evaluation to stress?

One _dgges(ion

A general seven-point standard for uniform notation with a series
of brief in ylvice sess; Is to develop some degree of unifOrmity
iii applying those genel al principles may work.

For evaluating each tudent essay. I recommend using a simple
hall-page form that identifies the most general features of student
w ruing: for cxaiiiplc I ) Thesis or Topic Sentence, (2) Stance,

Organi/ation, i4) Content. (5) Sentences, ft)) Diction, and
( 7) Mechanics. These general catcyories have the advantage of
being unicrsall.v accepted, of being easily applied to many kinds
ot wining, and of being useRil at almost all levels. Ilow these
Noels leaiures are assessed depends on the context of the evalu-
ation

I I, r used th,,..se criteria very simply. with blanks labeled
el( ( dent. satiqactory. and needs work; near the beginning of a
conirsc. I place a check in the appropriate blanks. At other times,
tv 'null% later in a course. I compose a grid for each category
!aging Iroin / (pool I to /0 ( excelleni): I circle the number that
represents the student's success or failure with each major ele-
ment of the paper. With both kinds of forms, I use the rest of
the page for individual conunents.

Bs using these seven categories of evaluation consistently fOr

the evaluation of all written work, teachers within a department
can demonstrate for students (and themselves) that certain pri-
mary features of writing are universally important. Additionally,
the evaluation sheets using these few categories are not restrictive
or rigid but instead give teachers the freedom to expand upon
their evaluations of individual elements without ignoring other
major concerns.

To institute the department-wide use oc such a form without
some in-service training tan have unfortunate results, negating
the value of the simple form itself. But the training sessions
have found most useful have been deceptively simple, surpris-
ingly pleasant, and remarkably productive. They have been
neither elaborate nor bothersome.

Training Sessions Build Consistency
For these training sessions, I have used seven paragraphs, one
to illustrate each of the principles of evaluation. Some of the
samples are effectively written; some are not. The point is,
however, that we have some writing to look at, to mark, and to
discuss togetherand that the writing is brief. As we move from
paragraph to paragraph, we respond to only one primary feature,
say organization; we do not concern ourselves with all aspects
of the writing at once, for that is when we have bogged down
in the past and have had our most unproductive wrangles.

Topic Sentences. To consider the effective use of a topic
sentence, for instance, we examine this paragraph;

Dave's car is one that tells everyone he's successful. The car
itself exemplifies w;mIti; and a high status symbol for the driver.
The first time I saw it, I was in awe of this godly like machine. It
is a deep ocean blue, that makes the car look like a well defined
fish swinuning gracefully through the water. The car itsdf is a 1986
Alto Romeo, an Italian brand car. A person hasn't lived until th:1,'ve
actually sat down in an Alfo Romeo. Actually driving this car must
be a dream come true, but I wouldn't know because he didn't let
me drive it. I was very iniprtn:sed with the plush. royality look and
feel of the car's interior. The sinell of the car is that of a fine
European leather shop. We finally took it out for a drive about eight
o'clock. It didn't feel like riding in a car, it felt like riding on a
cloud over the vast outreaches of the sky. I'd imagine the ear cost
around forty thmsand dollars. I admit, a regular ehevy will get you
there and back. I guess !.'d never pay that kinda money.

As we read, we underline the topic sentence and then jot in the
margin labels for major supporting details; we concern oursCves
with nothing elseneither the odd spellings nor the shamed
diction nor the sentence-level problems. This paragraph has a
wide range of problems to be sure, but for our purposes during
the in-service session, we concentrate on the fact that the para-
graph's topic sentence is not supported by the details of thc
paragraphits most crucial flaw for our specific purposes.

Effective Organization. To help us reach some kind of consen-
sus on what constitutes effective organization. we read and dis-
cuss the following paragraph:

When I go to Western Riheye for lunch, it's their salad bar that
attracts my attention. After ordering my salad it's -.lways a challenge
to create it. Starting off with a sparkling-clean oval shaped plate,
there are so many different vegetables and fruits to choose from.
As with every masterpiece. it must have a base. While using the
clear plastic tongs to retrieve the shredded lettuce from the dear
glass bowl submerged in ice, 4fll can see the small drops of water
fall from the crisp, green leaves. After supplying the base, the layer
of sweet, red onions enhances the texture and taste of the lettuce.
Following thc onions are the ripe olives with their salty taste sliced
thin to accommodate the small square-cut ham cubes. On top of the
ham rests the fresh taste of finely chopped eggs covered by a heavy
layer of long, thin slices of cheddar cheese. Playing King of the
Mountain, the Thousand Island salad dressing adds the flavor of
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sweet spices with chunks of vegetables to bring out the natural,
fresh taste of all of the vegetable. With a sprinkle of crunchy bacon
bits, I have created my masterpiece.

When reading the paragraph to discuss organization, we under-
line the items being discussed (in this case the ingredients in a
salad). Then we jot in the margin the pauern of organization (in
this case spatial, from bottom to top). By isolating only the
major elements and concentrating on only the organization of
details in the paragraph, we are able to discuss the sample quickly
and productively, noting here that the arrangement is effective.

Mechanics. To focus our work with mechanics, we read this
paragraph:

Josh's Camaro Z-28 is .1e,lk, fast, beautiful car. When he
drives down Wabash Avenue the girls go nuts, they start yelling at
him telling him what a nice car he has. Josh is a nice guy, but
without that car the girls wouldn't go out of their way to meet him
or talk to him. The car is a bright red 19M Camaro Z-28. Its 305
cubic inch engine is set off with a five speed manual transmissin
and dual exhaust. Josh rides in comfort with all the extras at his
finger tips like power windows and door locks, air condition*
AM/FM stereo cassette, and T-tops. The mere $8,000.00 that he
paid for it seems to be worth it every time a beautiful girl asks for
a ride. To me, I think its a very impressive car for anybody's
standards. So if you're out there driving like a jerk, don't hit Josh's
car its his prize possessinn.

As we read, we mark nothing but technical errors. Then we
discuss the problems, sentence by sentence, and discuss which
errors arc major and which errors are minor.

We examine additional paragraphs to discuss stance, content,
diction, and sentenceslooking again at only one feature per
paragraph. The advantages of one-feature analysis are many: we
-can move quickly through many paragraphs without getting
bogged down, we can discuss in isolation specific features with-
out getting side-tracked, and we can emphasize the seven primary
features of writing without one feature receiving undue emphasis
in discussions.

This combination of a simple, seven-part form and in-service
sessions to reinforce uniform evaluation within the department
has been valuable. Now, students who move through the writing
program discover that, regardless of the specific kind of writing
that is being evaluated, the same primary qualities receive atten-
tion; additional comments reflecting a teacher's special concerns
expand upon the basic responses, not exclude thein. And our
in-service work gives all of us a shared set of responses to use
in our evaluations.

In short, those of us evaluating student writing begin by
striking the same chord and then move on to play our own
variations of the melody--but the melody is one our students
will hear many times before they leave our writing program.

(Robert Perrin waches English at Indiana State University in
Terre Haute, Indiana.)

A TRUE JOB DESCRIPTION:
ONE READER WRITES
by Martha C. Darter

Recently, I sat down with my issues of English Journal to do
some catch-up reading. I first perused September, then leafed
through October. and right there on page 85 was an article by
people I knew . . from Idaho! (Yes, Virginia, there is an
Idaho!) Furthermore, the column was pertinent and provocative.
This year is my twentieth at St. Marks High School. and since
1974, I have assumed the duties of a department chair. The
following is my job description, as nearly as I can figure it out.

Job Title: Language Arts Department Chair
Qualifications! Oldest surviving member of English Department
Monetary Compensation: None
Time Allotted to Fulfill Responsibilities: My spare time
Responsibilities of Chair

1. Act as intermediary between colleagues and principal, i.e.,
the bearer of bad news.

2. Act as intermediary between principal and colleagues, i.e.,
the bearer of worse news.

3. Coordinate writing/revision of language arts philosophy
and curriculum, grades 7-12.

4. Coordinate text and materials selections for language arts,
grades 7-12.

5. Write letters of recommendation for a number of teachers,
quite a few juniors, and most of the seniors.

6. Proofread communications for superintendent, principal,
secretaries, and teachers of science, social studies, math,
business, and vocational subjects.

7. Proofread manuscripts of such aspiring literary greats as
former students, former and current students' parents,
friends and relatives thereof, casual acquaintances, and
anyone else who gets my name.

8. Provide colleagues with support and sympathy, advice and
aspirin.

9. Perform other duties as dreamed up by administration.

Other Responsibilities:

1. Teach six classes a day, including Senior Honors English,
English III, and Basic English III.

2. Sponsor Junior Class and Litwits Club.
3. Sell tickets at athletic events, p4trol lunchroom, and take

hall duty as assigned.
Goals: Friday evenings!

A number of variations on the above obligations throughout
the years have included writing a grant proposal for adapted
curriculum in 9th through 12th grade English classes, presenting
the proposal to other teachers, presenting in-service and school
board programs, coaching drama, supervising a cadet teacher,
producing the school newspaper, and teaching just about every-
thing from Advanced Composition to Western Novel. Time does
fly when you're having fun, and somehow I feel I am not alone!

(Martha C . Darter chairs the English Department a St. Maries,
Idaho ,

DEPARTMENTAL AEROBICS:
STRETCHING PROFESSIONAL MUSCLES
by Shirley A. Lyster

How did you become department chair? Did you apply? Did
you inherit? Were you elected? Does the job rotate among mem-
bers of your department? Whichever is the answer, I hope you
thoroughly enjoy your job! Each of us makes our job into what
we perceive it to he. Your perception may differ from mine. All
I can do is recommend what has worked in my department.

At this time in your career I would guess that you are probably
highly respected hy the administration, the public, and parents;
you get along well with people, and you geouinely care about
them; you like what you do. and it shows! YoLl are an excellent
teacher, and other teachers know this and emulate your work.

When I became chair. I had taught nearly 18 years and had
taught eve..y level, every year; I had been sophomore syllabus
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chair and junior syllabus chair. I loved teaching and hated to
give up the classroom time, yet I was at the point in my career
when I knew it would be diffhult for me to teach for someone
else. The two previous chairs had set a precedent for excellence
in our department, and I wanted that excellence to continue.

As I was preparing for the job, my departing chair told me
that he thought it was one of the loneliest jobs in the world. My
principal cautioned me, "Shirley, don't ever let them vote on
anything! Don't let yourself' be cornered!"

I have seldom felt lonely, and I have allowed my department
to have the opportunity to know and discuss all issues. I person-
ally have to have all the cards on the table; I am not coy, sly,
or devious (well, not usually!). The organization of the depart-
ment is our strength, I believe, and I heartily recommend it to
you.

My strength as a dcpartment chair is in stretching my teachers.
Some stretchers are:

I. I try to reinforce their security and challenge their creativity
by having core requirements for graduation plus freshmen
and sophomore years that are traditional in nature, but by
enriching with 9 weeks electives in the junior and senior
years. This program evolves constantly. We evaluate each
course and re-write or update continuously.

2. I insist on three preps each 9 weeks. I have had 3 different
preps most of my teaching career and have found it chal-
lenges and interests me each day.

3. I constantly review new texts and materials, whatever I
think they might find helpful in their classes. They seldom
have time to browse in catalogs.

4. I encourage experimentation with new techniques, new
courses, new units. I allow piloting if the idea is a sound
One and has possibilities. I seldom say no. If I am in doubt,
I consult the entire department. They tell it like it is!

5. I have written and piloted a large number of' new courses,
and the following year I encourage someone else to try them.

6. I encouraged experimentation with the American literature
syllabus. We wrote two----one, chronological and one,
thematic. We use both; the teacher may choose.

7. We evaluate courses and get direct feedback froni kids to
teachers. I make the tallies available to the entire department
so that teachers can see how they stack up against other
teachers teaching the same courses. They see differences
immediately!

8. I find articles in magazines and professional journals that
pertain to their interests and courses. I fill files in the resource
center for them. I leave materials lying on the top of my
desk (and I know they look there!). Most of all, I try to
make them need to take professional journals and to belong
to our organizations. I sent in all of their names to NCTE
a year ago and several joined that had not previously,

9. I try to facilitate trips, speakers, locations, materials, and
money so that they can provide enrichment for their classes
or for themselves.

10. I try to buy things above and beyond what they need--sur-
prisesthings to help them be comfortable and have a nest
of their own.

11. I try to involve all members in giving programs for a variety
of audiences.

We have a Personal Growth Day each year for the entire
school corporation's teachers. Last year, I suggested every
single one of the teachers give programs, listing their special
areas. I did not consult them fir,t, but later sent them a
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bulletin informing them of what I had done. While all could
not be selected, four were, and all seemed pleased that they
had been included. They knew that I thought they had some-
thing worthwhile to offer!
I have asked them to give programs for the Indiana Council
of Teachers of English, and for the Language Arts Confer-
ence at Indiana University. If I am asked to give a program,
I include 5 or 6 of the department members. Our department
has presented for NCTE at San Francisco, Denver, Cincin-
nati, and Columbus, Ohio. We have presented three local
workshops on our peer tutoring program and one on the
adult tutoring program. Our peer tutors received a standing
ovation for their presentation at the Indiana Teachers of
Writing conference.

12. One stretcher-reacher combination is that I encourage, in
fact nag, them to take workshops, to apply for grants, and
especially for NEH grants. We have had three in the last
two years, and what they have brought back to the depart-
ment has been invaluable.

13. In order to reach my teachers, I want to be honest, to share
problems, to work on decisions as a group, to fight for
causes as a group. Don't be afraid to take them into your
confidence. It will reap great rewards for you. Delegate
authority but work alongside them. Don' t undercut your
delegated authority or you are in real trouble. Fight for your
people and your departmental autonomy. You cannot do
this and expect to win if you have not worked hard to build
up a position of respect within the school corporation and
community. But, if you have, you can certainly expect to
win some of the battles. It is amazing how quickly your
reputation will work for you in the community.

14. Involve the community as much as possible. There is much
ignorance out there; much of it is our fault! Having an adult
tutor program el 27 volunteers who worked in our depart-
ment for 9 weeks has been a very positive experience.

15. I make speeches for service clubs, write articles for the
newspaper, and take them to the editor until he screams,
"Shirley, you've got to be kidding!" But I am always prais-
ing my teachers. It is not B.S. it is truth that I can back
up. I keep telling them how good they are and they become
better!

16. Inform them with bulletins from the chairweekly or daily
if necessary. I bind them and this provides me with a com-
plete record of the year for handy reference. Make some of
them light and crazy, but keep everyone informed and in-
volved. Because / type them, they are frequently a mess.
My department refers to them as "stream of consciousness
at the typewriter" or "Shirley's epistles." They call me
"Shirley Rex" and speak of our meetings as "command
performances," but these are friendly jabs. We also have
social get-togethers with spouses, friends, sometimes just us.

17. Remember you are only as strong as the weakest link, and
sometimes you have no control over the hiring and firing
of that linkparticularly if they are coaches or castoffs of
other schools or departments. You and others must make it
possible for these people to succeed. Stretch them, reach
them, inform them, involve them, praise them.

But a word of cautiondon't be the department doormat;
don't t;ike the crummiest courses; don't load yourself down so
that you cannot help them; don't do everything yourself; and
don't even think of trying to do everything yourselfdelegate!
But work with them: don't be a martyr; don't talk about members



of your department to others in or out of the department unless
you are giving praise; don't hold yourself aloof as management

be one of them. Keep them informed: don't allow them to
reinforce negatives in the department meetings or lounges
(schedule them wisely and form committees wis,dy).

Don't commandsuggest or request. Do keep them busy.
interested, challenged, growing. Keep telling them they are pro-
fessionals. The department chair must be an exemplary classroom
teacher, a leader with new ideas, imagination, colossal nerve;
the chair must be a teacher of teachers, a confessor, a friend, a
therapist, a mediator, a cheering squad, a constantly squeaking
wheel, a public relations expert, a challenger, a praiser, and a
dreamer. You have one of the bes: jobs in the world. Be proud!
Enjoy it!

(Shirley A. Lyster chairs du, English Departnwnt at North High
School, Columbus, Indiana, and is a member-at-large Ql the
CSSED(.' Executive Committee.)

POSITION STATEMENT ON THE ROLE
OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
Recommendations prepared by the Conference for Secondary
School English Departmetit Chairpersons:

1. State and district hoards of education should recognize the
need for professional subject-matter leadership and mandate
the appointment of heads of departments in each discipline.

2. The chair must have a clearly defined job description, which
includes responsibilities regarding supervision, evaluation,
and other leadership functions.

3. Under the chair's leadership, each English department
should develop a written philosophy reflecting the unique-
ness of the English discipline and the diversity of students,
teachers, and community members.

4. The chair should have released time and compensation ac-
cording to department responsibilities.

5. The chair should serve as a catalyst in developing a cur-
riculum that is consistent with student needs, state law, and
local school board policy.

6. School officials can support the chair by providing teachers
with common preparation periods and released time for cur-
riculum development.

7. The chair must share in the responsibility lor selecting and
employing English teachers and assigning those teachers to
areas appropriate to their professional strengths.

8. Boards of education and school officials need to support
staff development, encouraging the chair to determine de-
partment needs regarding mtra-department exchanges, inter-
school visitations, conferences, institutes, and workshops.

9. The chair shall direct the continued evaluation of student
performance and growth and aid teachers in selecting or
developing appropriate evaluation materials and systems.

10. The chair must have adequate time and resources to initiate
the exchange of necessary information and serve as a liaison
to the administration, the board of education, the com-
munity, and the public.

11. The chair should be provided office space and clerical help,
and every department center should have room for profes-
sional materials and activities.

12. The chair needs to work with other appropriate personncL
such as librarians and media specialists, to develop academic
resource centers for teachers and students

13. The chair must work cooperatively with district- and state-
level English specialists, other curriculum developers, and
chairs of other school departments to develop policies and
procedures related to the -English program.

14. The English department Nho u kl deveby a policy as outlined
in The Students' Right to Read (NCTI:.) tOr addressing com-
munity concerns about the Englkh curriculum. for example.
working within its own cleailv established guide hnes in the
selection of its hooks ind materials ;Ind heing involed in
the formulation of any district policies concerMng sudi
selection.

15. The guidelines in Guidelines fi)r the Preparation 4Teachers
of English Langua,ge Arts (INCTE) should be implemented
in cooperation with teacher education institutions, as the
chair and members of the department work to develop appro-
priate in-school experiences and provide constructive in-
ternships tbr student teachers. (Guidelines for the Prepara-
tion of Tea(hers qf English Language Arts, 1986. Denny
Wolfe, chair, ard mei ihers of the NCTE Standing Commit-
tee on Teacher Preparation and Certification. 2Ip. 1986,
$2.50. No. 19794.)

Consideration of these recommendations is of crucial importance
to school officials in the positive, sound administration of English
departments and the pursuit of excellence.

CSSEDC News

CSSEDC ELECTIONS

The following nominees tOr the CSSEDC Executive Board were
named during the CSSEDC Board meeting in Boston, March
23, 1988:

For Associate Chair:
Myles Eley, English Der Thnent Chair at W Tren Central

High School, Indianar 'is, Indiana.
Donald Stephan, English Department Chair, Sidney High

School, Sidney, Ohio.
For Member-at-Large (2 to be elected):
Susan Hayles Berbower, English Honors Teacher at Edison

High School and English Facilitator, Huntington Beach
Union High School District, California.

Ira Hayes, Supervisor of English, Syosset High School, Syos-
set, New York.

Dorothy "Dottie McCrossen, English Department Chair,
Ottowa High School, Ottowa, Kansas.

Deborah Smith-McCullars, Language Arts Department Chair,
Dean Morgan Junior High School, Casper, Wyoming.

Please watch the October CSSEDC QUARTERLY .1i)r new voting
1)rocedures and a ballot.

It is the policy of NCTE in its journak and other publications to provide a forum
for the open discussion of ideas concerning the content and the teaching of
English and the language arts. Publicity accorded to any particular point of viev,
does not imply endorsement by the Executive Committee, the Board ot Director,.
or the membership at large. except in announcements of policy where such
endorsement k clearly specified. Copyright for articles pubhshed in CSSI-DC
Quarwrly reverts to the respective authors.

CSSMX' Quarterly (ISSN 07:14-1409) is published in October, December,
February. and May by the National Council of Teachers of English, 1111 Kenyon
Road, Urbana, Illinois 61)/.01. Subscription price for the Conference for Secon-
dary school English Department Cliairpersons, $10.00 per year. Add $2.1)(1 per
year for Canadian and all other international postage. Single copy, $2.50 ($1.50
members). Remittances should be made payable to NCTE by cheek. money
order, or bank draft in U.S. currency Communications regarding change (il
address and permission to reprint should he addrosed to the National Council
of Teachers of Englkh. 1111 Kenyon Road. Urbana. II. 6180 I .
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CSSEDC Executive Committee

Chair
Emil J. Sanzari
Paramus High School
East Century Road
Paramus, New Jersey 0,7652

Associate Chair
Wendell Schwartz
Stevenson High School
16070 West Highway 22
Prairie View, Illinois 60069

Past Chair
Mary E. Getty
921 Marine Drive, #322
Galveston, Texas 77550

Liaison to NCTE Secondary
Section Committee
Carol Compton
Hudson High School
Hudson, Massachusetts 01749

Corresponding Secretary
Thomas Jones
Wyoming Valley West High School
Wadham Street
Plymouth, Pennsylvania 18651

Membership Chair
Myles Eley
Warren Central High School
9500 East 16th Street
Indianapolis. Indiana 46229

Secretary-Treasurer
John C. Maxwell
NCTE

Staff Liaison
Jane Christensen
NCTE

Members-at-Large
Judith M. Kelly
Hine Junior High School
8th and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, D.C. 20003

Shirley Ann Lyster
North High School
1400 25th Street
Columbus, Indiana 47201

Kevin C. McHugh
Einneytown Jr./Sr. High School
8916 Fontainebleau Terrace
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231

Donald L. Stephan
Sidney High School
1215 Campbell Road
Sidney. Ohio 451A5

Mary Ellen Thornton
Clifton Middle School
600z Golden Forest
Houston, Texas 77092

Donald C. Yates
Milburn Sr. High School
462 Millburn Avenue
Millburn, New Jersey 0704

CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS
PLANS FOR FUTURE ISSUES

The CSSEDC Quarterly, a publication of the Conference for
Secondary School English Department Chairpersons of NCTE,
seeks articles of 250-3000 words on topics of interest to En-
glish department leaders. Informal, firsthand accounts of
successful department activities are encouraged. Recent surveys
of our readers reveal these topics to be of interest: encouraging
leadership within the department, evaluating teachers and cur-
riculum, and implementing change. Short articles on these and
other concerns are published in every issue. In addition, up-
coming issues will have these themes.

October 1988
(July i deadline): "Computer Labs for English"

Dc,cember 1988
(September I 5 deadline): "Professional Development Days"

February 1989
(November 1 deadline): "High School-College Articulation"

May 1989
(February 1 deadline): "Research in the Classroom"

Address articles and inquiries to: James Strickland, Editor,
CSSEDC Ouirterly, English Department, Slippery Rock Univer-
sity. Slippery ROCK, Pennsylvania, 16057-1326.
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In This Issue
COMPUTER LABS FOR ENGLISH
by James Strickland, editor

I've always fouod it comforting to have friends around when
beginning anything new. So, as I begin editing the Quarterly.
I'm glad to have friends with me.--old friends, new friends, true
friends.

This issue is dedicated to "Computer Labs for English."
When I began to outline the themes for the I 98W-89 issues of
the Quarterly, it seemed natural to begin with the computer, an
old friend of mine, one with whom I've spent years exploring
its benefits, especially as employed to teach writing.

Some continue to scoff at the attention being paid the com-
puter, objecting that no one wrote about the revolution of the
Bic pen in the classroom and no one claimed the typewriter
improved writing ability. Nevertheless, I am old enough to re-
Member fountain pens and inkwells, and I maintain that the
ballpoint pen did cause a revolution, albeit a minor one. The
computer, though, has caused a major revolution, ;it'd we will
be quite a while determining the most productive and innovative
ways to use it in our classrooms. As evidence, I simply point
to the number of manuscripts I received for this issue, and boldly
state that I plan to continue the discussion in the next issue.

The first article is written by Tony Hughes, a teacher of
remedial writers, working in the academic skills center of Buffalo
State College. Tony is a new friend whom I met while I was
giving a workshop on computers at Buffalo State. Tony im-
mediately recognized the possibilities word processing had for
his students. His article discusses the powerful change in his
students' perceptions of themselves as writers :ind th mporiance
of play as an element of learning.

The second article is written by Susan Benjamin, the chairper-
son of the English department of Highland Park High School.
Sue is an old friend to the Quarterly, having puhlished an article
last year, and a new friend to me, having met at the CSSEDC
Conference in Los Angeles, where she spoke about implementing
in-service programs. I invited her to write an article for the
"Prokissional Development Days" issue; Susan was so en-
thusiastic about their computer writing lab that she wrote this
article instead. In it, she describes how her department went
about changing the curriculum to include the computer lab as
an alternate class site. The computer writing lab turns out to he
a meeting placecommon ground where teachers help other
teachers' students us well as their own and where students learn
from other teachers as well as their own.
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The third article is written by Wendy Paterson, a good friend
with whom I taught at a small junior college in Buffalo. We've
both since moved on; Wendy is now the director in charge of
setting up a student-centered computer learning lab for Buffalo
State College. She is also the editor of the newsletter of the New
York College Learning Skills Association. Wendy describes oft!
of the simplest but most effective ways to teach sentence analysis
with the computer.

The fourth article is written by Neil Cosgrove, a friend and
colleague at Slippery Rock University. Neil is the coordinator
of our writing center and has been busy installing IBM system/2
computers. llis article discusses collaboration in the computer
lab.

This certainly sounds revolutionary to me.
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WORD PROCESSING: CHANGES IN THE
CLASSROOM; CHANGES IN THE WRITER
by Tony Hughes
.Buffalo State College

Last semester, I had one of those teaching experiencts all
freshman composition instructors cherish but rarely enjoy. It
was the fourth class of the semester, and in the previous class,
my studf_nts had learned all they needed to know to be able to
work :ndependently on the word processor. I walked into class
a few minutes early and was stunned to see that at least a third
of my students were already there, and they were already writing.
The surreal thrill of this moment will always he with me; it was
t'..e first time in seven years of teaching composition that my
students had voluntarily arrived early and had voluntarily started
writing.

Of irse, my students had not conie to work at improving
their long-suffering writing skills; they had conic to play with
the word processor. The great news for English instructors using
word processing in the classroom is that students cannot play
without writing. This phenomenon of being involved with the
machine is not an isolated incident, continuing only until the
novelty is gone. Throughout the past two semesters, I consis-
tently heard that unmistakable clatter of creation. For a majority
of my students, the novelty apparently never wears off.

A Fresh Start
The students' excitement over the capabilities of this highly
stimulating, glorified tyrwriter is the greatest advantage of the
word processor. Many of my students share with me their long
histories of nightmarish experiences with the entire act of writing.
In short, because their previous experiences have been so frus-
trating, they came to the first day of class having glumly resigned
themselves to yet another course of "Tedium lot." For many,
learning to write with a word processor provides a fresh start,
a break in the cycle of negative attitudes and helplessness. The
machine bleeps and flashes, and the cursor pulsates, an-
thropomorphized and waiting for words; my students feel com-
fortable and entranced before the familiar, glowing machine,
allowing interaction with the text rather than simple production
of it. The computer helps my students break away front their
negative associations with the pen and paper approach to revi-
sion, the real pain of writing. Before remedial students can ever
improve their writing skills, they must first change their attitude
about writing and about themselves as "nonwriters."

Positive Attitude
In order to help these students overcome their histories of hating
writing, the first lesson they must learnand any other skills
they acquire hinge on whether they learn this lessonis that
writing can actually be a pleasurable rather than a plinful experi-
ence, that they can become competent, and that there is hope.
This is one of the remarkable differences between the traditional
classroom, where students grudgingly do their in-class assign-
ments while the instructor goes around the room working with
only a few students, and the word processing classroom, where
all the students are actively engaged with the bliking, flashing
screen Mat talks to them, does their bidding, arid makes their
work look truly professional. For the first time in their lives,
students begin to take a sense of pride in their papers' appearance,
and they tend to be generally more meticulous about the overall
appearance of their work. Though the content may be as full of
problems as it would have been with paper and pen, the joy of
production is an important first step down the tong road to
developing a positive attitude toward writing.

Individual Attention
All remedial writers need a great deal of personal instructionin-
dividual help necessary to account for the potpourri of writing
problems. In any class, one can have five students, all making
comma splices but for live different reasons, all needing live
different explanations of why they are making that mistake.
Thus, although remedial writers benefit from generic lectures
concerning writing concepts and granmiar, they benefit the most
from individual assistance, another area of strength for this
technok)gy. With the introduction of the word processor to the
classroom, the instructor can conference with one student, while
other students, involved and stimulated, interact with the
machine and continue working on their writing without deniand-
ing the instructor's constant attention. Whenever my students
are writing on-line, I seldom see any glancing about the room;
they are usually quite enchanted by the luminescent screen, a
situation somehow more conducive to positive student/teacher
interaction.

More Writing
In her landmark work, Ermrs and Eveclations, which concerns
itself with the problems of v, orking with remedial writers, Mina
Shaughnessy (1977) notes that the typical British high school
student may write approximakely 1,000 words per week , whereas
the typical student in an American, suburban middle class school
may write 350 words per week, and if one goes to an urban
high school, a student may write as little as 35() words per
semester. Thus, typical remedial writers about to take freshman
composition are comparable to persons who suddenly find them-
selves in an Olympic marathon, having prepared only by running
around the block once or twice. Another crucial need of all
remedial writers is simply to write, and write, and write some
more. Many of them have written very little in their entire lives.

Research has shown that students will compose more on the
word processor, but instructors can increase student interaction
and ensure an even greater involvement by creating, without
any programming expertise, lesson files that students usc on the
computer to guide them with the task at hand (Rodrigues and
Rodrigues 1986).

The Ease of Editing

The word processor's magical ability to add, delete, and move
words, sentences, and paragraphs at the touch of a button is
possibly its greatest contribution to struggling writers, who need
to focus on developing their skills and their sense of the writing
process rather than their mechanical dexterity. Remedial writers
have the greatest need to learn about and use the writing process
effectively and to become aware of the steps required to put a
piece of work together, the questions writers ask themselves,
the problems to look for when they are revising their rough
drafts, and the standards or goals to attain each time they revise
an essay.

The computer is a friendlier writing tool than the pen: students
can get help to bypass their physical writing blocks, and they
can simply enjoy playing with the machineno wonder many
students find that their ideas now far more smoothly. Even
students who have little or no typing skills do not appear to be
handicapped; they pick up speed with practice and make correc-
tions with the ease of a keystroke.

The key word here is revision. Students who work with the
traditional pen and paper method hate the idea of revision b.' cause
re vising means rewriting, and rewriting means stow repetitive
work. Remedial writers must learn what global revision means
as well as how to do it. Compared with my past pen and paper
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students, my word processing students have grown markedly as
editors. They tend to see more of their mistakes because they
are easier to catch when typed neatly on the screen. They do
not mind wiping out an entire introduction and replacing it with
their former conclusion because the procedure takes only a mo-

ment.

Conclusion
For lack of a better term, learning word processing can be "psy-
chologically" beneficial for remedial students, not merely be-
cause it improves their writing skills but because it makes them
feel better about their own abilities to learn, it gives them a sense
of efficacy over their own schoolwork. While much of what
they learn in schoolespecially in an area such as writingis
difficult to measure quantitatively, accomplishing a series of
weekly computer tasks gives them measurable skills that they

can learn, clearly understand, and appreciate. It improves their
focusing skills and expands their desensitized concentration
spans. Learning to manipulate this instrument gives them a new
sense of sophistication, a sense that they have taken one of their
first successful steps toward mastering an instrument that will
significantly add to their status in mainstream society (consider-
ing the star-wars romanticism that surrounds the present mythol-

ogy of high-tech pop culture), thus contributing to the an encom-
passing self-concept that needs to be secure before academic

progress is even possible.
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THE WRITING LAB: COMBINING TEACHER
EXPERTISE AND TECHNOLOGY
by Susan Benjamin
Highland Park High School, Illinois

The computers were coming! In the sunmier of 1985, English
teachers at Ilighland Park Iligh School were told that the English

department would receive 11 Macintosh computers as part of a

pilot program to aid in composition instruction. The question:

how coukl we best use the computers to help students write
well? The answer: set up a writing lab in which teacher expertise

(the primary component) and technology (the secondary compo-
nent) join together to facilitate growth in student writing.

Before any pilot program can be successful, the people who

are responsible for initiating and implementing the program must
become thoroughly invested in the goals and development of
the program». Because the writing lab pilot would take place on
the freshman level (all freshmen would be taught word processing

and editing by using MacWrite), their English teachers had to
become knowledgeable about and comfortable with the com-
puters. hi order to train the teachers, a summer workshop was

held in which all freshman English teacher% learned MacWrite.
After the workshop was completed, teachers were allowed (in
fact, encouraged) to take the computers home to practice. At

the end of August, teachers returned to school, computers in

hand. All traces of "computerphobia" had disappeared.

Teachers reported that they not only had gained proficiency in
using the new system, but also had enjoyed working (and playing)

with the machines in their homes.

Using the Writing Lab as Part of the Curriculum
Teachers developed a live-day word processing/editing unit to
he used as part of the freshman curriculum, where each freshman
English class was scheduled to work in the writing lab for one
week during regular class time. On the filth day of that week,

the students would take a proficiency test.
As the English department chairperson, I felt sonic initial

discomfort about taking a week from the freshman curriculum

to teach students word processing and editing. Obviously,
another part of the curriculum would have to be sacrificed in
order to use a week for the new project. I lowever, as I observed

the eagerness with which students composed at the computers,
and as I saw how being able to shift words and sentences around

in a paragraph with relative ease turned students on to writing,

all hesitation I felt at the prospect of losing other curricular
content disappeared. The teachers led the unit with great en-
thusiasm, and by the end of the week, the students were given

a proficiency test, which almost all students passed easily. The
students were then given access to their own disks in the writing
lab so that, during free periods, they could drop in and use the
word processors to compose their themes.

Since 1985, the writing lab has become a training ground for
all freshmen. By the end of the first semester, all freshmen know

how tm, 'pose at the word processors. This year (19H8 -89),
all students in our school will know how to use the word proces-

sors to write and edit their papers. We now have 17 Macintosh
computers and are working our way up to a full classroom set.
In terms of training students to view computers as writing tools,
the writing lab program has been successful.

Alternative Classroom Site
The writing lab serves as an alternative classmoni site for the
one week of the freshman English unit. However, other classes,
both within and outside of the English department, are also

welcome to use the writing lab as an alternative classroom site,
schedules permitting. Teachers are welcome to sign up for class
lab time for intervals ranging from a day to a few weeks. For
example, teachers of the composition skills classes or the creative
writing classes bring their students to the lab to compose at the

word processors. This past year, in addition to English classes,
a limited English proficiency sek.nce class and a limited English
proficiency social studies class each used the lab facilities for a
week. The science teacher commented that student compositions
written in the lab were the most successl»1 assignments ever
compkted in his class. When his students were able to see
tangible evidence ol their work neatly done in English, they felt

a tremendous sense of accomplishment.
The lab is also open nine periods per day for students to drop

in and get assistance with composition. The lab is stalled eight
periods per day by a full-time aide who also serves as the lab

manager, and seven periods per day by a teacher. Therefore,
during most classroom periods, both a teacher and the aide are
present in the lab; otherwise, either the aide or the teacher is in

the lab.
For a teacher, a writing lab assignment is in lieu of a class

assignment. Therefore, the teacher is expected to spend all 42

mimes actively engaged in coaching students through the pro-

cess of writing. The teachei may work with the students either

at the word processors or at one of a number of round tables.
They are encouraged to spend time talking about writing and

are discouraged from putting marks on the students' papers.
Teachers help students to focus on thinking and on the reasons
behind the organi/ation lila paper. They are trained to brainstorm
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with the mudents and to ask questions such as, "What would
happen if . . .?" Teachers serve as writing facilitators and
coaches., they do not wfite the students' papers.

Benefits of the Writing Lab
This past semester, an average of 90 students per day "dropped
in" to the writing lab during their free periods. This year, when
mentioning school highlights in their yearbook, students reported
a tremendous sense of satisfaction with the writing lab, viewing
the writing lab as a real resource. The lab is a place where
students want to go because of the cozy ambience in which
visual and auditory distractions are minimized. Students enjoy
the small group interaction in the lab, where they work with
teachers and other students in a less structured setting than is
found in a typical classroom.

Because the lab is located within the English department,
resource materials are an arm's reach away. Often, teachers will
drop in to the lab to work during their free periods. The lab is
a good place for teachers to model the kind of work habits and
behavior that they expect from their students. Also, this year,
the stu .:nt publications (newspaper, yearbook, and literary
magazine) have twen nawed to rooms adjoining the lab so that,
during free periods, student writers and editors can use the com-
puters to work on publications under the guidance of teachers.

An additional benefit of the writing lab is that teachers help
students compose other teachers' assignments. Therefore,
teachers learn their colleagues' assignments, and through view-
ing others' assignments, expand their own repertoire of lesson
strategies, while developing a greater sense of collegiality and
respect for each others' work.

English teachers and students alike are aware that writing
well is a challenging task. Knowing that assistance is available,
both in the form of writing experts (teachers) and writing tools
(computers), can be an incentive for students to spend more time
on practicing and thinking through the writing process. A writing
lab in which human and technological resources are revilily ac-
cessible can provide enhanced opportunities for the development
of strong student communication skills.

SENTENCE EXAMINATION USING THE WORD
PROCESSOR
by Wendy Paterson
Buffalo State College

For three years, I have been actively involved in the exploration
of computer technology and word processing as effective teach-
ing and learning tools. The research on the use of word processing
in teaching remedial writers is impressive and most supportive
of the benefits of easy revision and personal interaction. English
teachers who use word processing agree that it is an excellent
motivator which encourages students to write more, but we
should now concentrate our efforts in developing strategies that
allow active intervention in the writing process.

This year, in a freshman composition class for remedial
ers, I used a simple technique to help my students isolate each
sentence from the paragraph and to let them see graphically the
ihnits and patterns of individual sentences. Normally, writers
have difficulty klentifying their own sentence structures in the
context of a composition because they read with a thought context
that does not allow them to distinguish between what they think
they have written and what they have actually written.

In this exercise, called "sentence examination," my students
use the "return" and "delete" keys to break their senwilces out
of their paragraphs. By placing the cursor at the period ending

each sentence and then pressing "return" twice, sentences are
easily separated by a double space and adjusted to the left margin.
The resulting open spaces break the thought context and allow
the students to see the structures and patterns of their sentences
(see figure I). This technique is similar to the wont processing
system devised by James Joyce (1981) of the University of
California, Berkeley who uses a computer program to separate
and justify sentences for easier physical and mental examination.
Our activity, however, requires no instrument or additional
software. It uses only the "return" and "delete" keys and the
student's own writing.

Student ewnposition befOre separation:

I was born in Buffalo, grew up in Sardinia, NY. Went to Pioneer
and Eden Central School. Graduated at Lackawanna Sr. High.

I want to work with law enforcement and Special Education. I got
an "d" in a Social Work class because she only gave one lest and one
exam. I ended up getting sick m the class, the day of one first test,
where I went to the hospital that day, which atlected my average.

I believe working with the computer is a good idea.
Student composition after wparation:

I was born in Buffalo, grew im in Sardinia. NY.
Went to Pioneer and E.den Central School.

Graduated at I.ackawanna Sr. I ligh.
I want to work with law enforcement and Special Education.
I got an "d" in a Social Work class because she only gave one test
and one exam.

I ended up getting sick in the class, the day of one first test, where I
went to the hospital that day, which affected my average.
I believe working with the computer is a good idea.

Fig. 1. Sentence Examination on the Word Processor.

Notice that the fragments become more visible; the short sen-
tences with subject "I" become more obvious. It is easier for
the student to analyze C:e awkwardness of the longer sentence
as well if it is further separated at the commas.

Students who had become convinced that they would never
be . We to correct their own sentence faults were able to see
them clearly.. In my experience, students who do well on isolated
exercises with examples of fragments for identification and re-
writing may still turn in compositions with the same fragment
errors they had always exhibited. This is largely because of the
nontransference of skills froni isolated grammar exercises to
actual writing practice (Hartwell 1985). Identifying someone
else's errors is always easier than identifying one's own. The
sentence examination exercise uses the student's own writing
(or analysis, then allows the student to remove the sentence
breaks and resynthesize the paragraph with corrected sentences.
With just a few keystrokes, the student is able to practice two
of the most important cognitive functions of reading and writing:
analysis and synthesis.

In addition to revealing sentence faults, this exercise ;ay.)
allows students to see how many of the same sentence patterns
they are repeating. Suddenly, it was visually apparent to Joe
that he was using all simple structures, to I.isa that she started
nine out of twelve sentences with a pronoun, to Jane that she
used all passive constructions. A printout of the work gave them
an even clearer picture. At this point it became relevant to con-
sider sentence combining and various other structures as alterna-
tives to overused patterns. Simple? Almost sinfully so. Effective?
Definitely.

Once the work has been examined sentence by sentence, the
reassembled paragraph is examined as a whole. Tlw major fault
in the teaching of grammar is a reductionist tendency to .imalyze
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without resynthesizing, to consider skills in isolation without
accounting for the writing process. Not only are CAI exercises
(designed to drill reduced skills in grammar) tedious in them-
selves, but also they subject students to the particular kind of
button pushing which only supports the idea that writing itself
is tedious. With compositions created on the word processor,
students are already actively involved with their Own creations,
not as a reduced, step-by-step procedure, but first as a whole
and then as the sum of its pans.

Because the most natural kind of writing begins with the
production of a whole, and because revision begins with an
examination of the parts, the end result must be the reexamination
of the whole again (Sommers 1980). Good writers do not struggle
to put correct parts together during invention; they struggle with
ideas and the flow of those ideas. Remedial writers tend to be
obsessed with the mechanical at the cost of the more global
matters of content and organivation. Using the word processor
with remedial writers helps to free these s4;,lents from the mental
games of writing correctly the first time. No writer should be
distracted by worries about fragments, run-ims, comma splices,
and spelling during invention. That stops the writing process
coldthe ideas dry up or ramble; the words do not fit together.
The writer learns to hate writing. With the special techniques
we use on the word processor, revising tools become parts of a
final analysis; the sentence examination exercise cannot be done
without first having a completed work. Students begin to let
revision "know its place."

Advocates of word processing in the composition classroom
should spend time thinking of ways these programs can be
adapted to serve as a tutern:i aid rather than as just another
writing machine. The simplicity of the sentence examination
activity makes me confident that other writing teachers are using
other simple techniques that should be shared. Without the ex-
pense of "canned" software programs or complicated authoring
languages and programming expertise, writing teachers can use
the computer as a more friendly catalyst for change than that
hellish red pen.
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CONFERENCING WITH COMPUTERS
by Neil Cosgrove
Slippery Rock University

Conferencing is an activity that writing teachers and researchers
are convinced is one of the most effective ways to intervene in
the composing process. But while our enthusiasm is considera-
ble, limits of time and place constrain the use of conferencing.
Student access to teachers is limited to class time and after-school
appointments. Computer conlerencing may be one way to stretch
the aforementioned limits, by allowing kir the creation of small
support groups of writers who could tune in to each other's work
through a centrally-located microcomputer.

With that idea in mind, I developed a small-scale experiment
that involved four writers. During three class sessions, they took

turns sitting at an Apple Ile microcomputer and adding to a file
set up using the Appleveriter word piocessing program. They
typed in whole pieces of discourseshort ones such as poems
or journal entries--and segments of diF!.:ourseusually opening
or exploratory paragraphs. They revonded to what others had
written. At the end of each class, :he file was printed out, and
capies were distributed to participants before the next class
began. I discovered that computers carry with them time limita-
tions of their own. But I also learned much ahoto the dynamics
involved in computer conferencing and gained a sense of how
such conlerencing might be used in a writing class.

Observations
During the final class session, I interviewed all four of the
participants. I wanted to know how they felt about the computer
as a conferencing tool. How did the machine contribute to the
process? How did it interfere'? Participants observed that the
machine's very lack of human characteristics encouraged both
initiative and response. "It's clean and neat," said the first
writer, "I can write a lot lo n and a lot more fluently,"
concluded the second. They both liked the fact that the computer
was stationary. It would not walk away from the writer, but the
writer could walk away from it. The computer could not he
critical, nor could it be distracted. It allowed each participant
to confront the others in a place devoid of the immediate and
irreversible risks inherent in personal contact. Some stimulation
was lost, but so was sonic threat.

The experiment itself had the effect or focusing the writers
on their writing. "We were doing a project together," said the
third writer. "I liked that. It was a separate world io go into. It
helped me concentrate."

That was the good news. The had news appeared to have less
to do with the idea of computer conferencing than with the
physical limitations of this particular experiment. The most fre-
quent gripe among the participants concerned a lack of time.
My experiment, you will recall, only spanned three class ses-
sions. Furthermore, only hall the class time was spent in the
computer lab for two of those sessions, and the participants were
limited to no more than 15 minutes on the computer at a time.
The third writer complained of feeling rushed. The fowl'. would
have liked to put more original writing onto the disk, like an
entire story rather than just the first few paragraphs.

Time restrictions may also have detracted from the quality
of participants' responses to others' work. "You didn't have
enough time to think about what you wanted to say," the fourth
writer continued. And the third observed that "people weren't
completely honest in their responses." One reason might have
been the felt need to exercise the kind of surface politeness
strangers require when they communicate with each other. Mor,:
time may have been needed to breed familiarity and trust. One
question thai intrigues me, 1);.t which I cannot answer in any
definite way, is this: were the responses typed into the computer
more honest and direct than the oral ones exchanged by particip-
ants? I suspect, liner examining the printouts, that they were.
But it is only a suspicion.

The second major problem grew out of the fact that monitors
can only display a few paragraphs at a time. All the participants
agreed that this limitation made people more likely to respond
to the previous entry than :a entries inserted earlier in the evening.
The very first entry was ignored completely during the initial
class session and elicited its first response during the third week.
if not for the weekly printouts distributed among the participants,
even this response may not have occurred.
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Conclusions
My experience suggests conditions that contribute to the success-
ful use of computer conferencing within a writing course. Groups
of four, created at the very beginning of a course and allowed
to work with each other throughout an entire term, would allow
participants to get acquainted and to do smite preliminary con-
ferencing before they actually began making entries on the com-
puter. Such a grace period could serve to develop trust among
all four group members and might prevent the creation of even
smaller units within the group. Using an entire semester would
also allow for the introduction of lengthy pieces of discourse.
Directions for obtaining longer pieces could he inserted into the
conferencing file by the interested writer, or printouts could he
left alongside the computer, with a request to "Please Respond"
attached.

Along with increased time, two participants in this study felt
that the writers themselves needed to possess a eatain level of
tact, conmniment, and emotional maturity if computer con-
ferencing was to succeed.

Finally, let me cite an immediately observable and fairly
obvious condition necessary for computer conferences to suc-
ceed: an increase in the number of computers available to the
students during the hours a centrally located computer lab is
open to them.

"OCCASIONAL PAPERS"

The Teachers' Network News, a publication of the Harvard
Teachers' Network, announced plans to provide teachers with
a means to share their ideas and experiences. Teachers may
submit papers to the Network and the available titles will appear
in the monthly TNN under "Occasional Papers." For more in-
formation on how to submit papas, on how to request copies
of papers listed, or on how to obtain a subscription to TNN.

contact Bobby Ann Starnes, editor, TNN, Larsen Hall-Appian
Way, liarvi,rd Graduate School of Education, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02 I 38.

CANDIDATES FOR ASSOCIATE CHAIR

MYLES D. ELEY, English Department
Chair/teacher, Warren Central High
School, Indianapolis. Offices: CSSEDC
Program Chair, 1984; Executive Commit-
tee, CSSEDC 1984-87; CSSEDC Member-
ship Chair, 1986-present. Member: IcTE,
Era, NCW, CSSEDC, NASSI', ISSA,
ASCD, MSD Warren Advisory Committee,
WCHS Instructional Cabinet. Publica-
tions: Mythology package, Sundance In-
sight package (author); articles in CSSEDC
Quarterly, Hoosier Schoolmaster. Awards: Two NDEA grants;
CEEB grant, advanced study in language arts; John Peter Zenger
Award, contribution to student press. Program Participant:
Nen, 1981-88; CSSEDC 1983-88; state English conferences;
NASSP Convention, 1987.
Position Statement: Improved communication skills for the
1990s and beyond must be the focus for English instruction.
CSSEDC, in its leadership capacity, must play a key role in
assuring that these skills are taught. Thus, as its members, we
must commit ourselves to "leadership for excellence." I shall
dedicate my efforts to encourage and implement actions which
will udhold CSSEDC and its goals.

DONAIA) J. STEPHAN, English Depart-
ment Chair/teacher, Sidney High School.
Offices: Member-at-Large, Executive
Committee CSSEDC; member, Executive
Committee., Western Ohio CTE. Member:

CSSMC, OCTH.A, WOTELA,
NEA, OEA, WOEA, SIA, and ASCD.
Publications: Advanced Composition, An
American I. D., and Prewriting aml Revis-
ing, Published by W. T. Brown, Iowa.
Awards: 1984 Sidney Education Associa-
tion Teacher of the Year; 20-year member of Ohio Counc;i of
Teachers of English. Program Participant: 1987 NCTE Spring
Conferences; Washington CSSEDC Conference.
Position Statement: Since department chairs and other leaders
in English education often Occupy a lonely position, we need

leaders in CSSEDC who can share solace, expertise, and inspi-
ration. From my 25 years in English education on all levels
(elementary through college) and as a department chairperson
for 12 years, 1 shall strive to provide that service.

CANDIDATES FOR MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

IRA HAYES, Supervisor of English, Syos-
set High School, New York. Offices: Sec-
retary, NY State English Council; Presi-
dent, Long Island Language Arts Council;
formerly President, NY City Association of
Assistant Principals, Supervision, English.
Member: NCTE, ASCU, IRA. Publica-
tions: Articles in English Journal, ERIC'
publications. Awards: Two NH I grams.
Program Participant: NCTE, CSSEDC,
NYSEC, LILAC, NYCAA1th, Holstra,
Columbia, NY State Education Department, SUNY, CUNY.
Position Statement: Cuts in education often occur in the area
of supervisory personnel and curriculum specmhsts. What a
tragic occurrence! Fortunately, C.SSEDC believes that the En-
glish department supervisor, not the assistant superintendent or
principal, has the know-how and desire necessary to deliver a
superior English program. The supervisor must be provided with
time needed for buikling such a program. CSSEDC also offers
us an opportunity think of the broader issues of education. It
reminds us that pr,fessionally we are not as alone as we think
we arc.

SUSAN HAYLES-BERBOWER, Lan-
guage Arts Facilitator, I luntington Beach
tlnion High School Dktrict, California.
Member: NCTE, CSSEDC, NEA, CFA,
DEA, Orange County (Ifli. OC:)E Lan-
guage Arts Council. Publications: Test of
Everyday Writing Skills; Lan,qua,ge Arts
Proficiency Book; district writing assess-
ments, rubrics, courses of study (9-12).
Program Participant: Vancouver Council
of Teachers of English, Washington Suite
University, Orange County Department of Education, HBUVISD
English Workshop Series.
Position Statement: As a teacher and as curriculum facilitator
for 150 reading, English, and ESL teachers, I know that instruc-
tional leadership is the chi rperson's most vital role. To break
down those isolating four walls of the classroomto bring
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teachers together regularly to share strategies, to discuss stan-
dards of education, and to hone skillsis a challenging respon-
sibility. CSSI:DC must provide support for those charged with
bringing about reform in the teaching of English.

DOROTHY McCROSSEN, English De-
partment Chairperson, Ottawa High
School, Kansas. Offices: Nominating Com-
mittee, Secondary Section, NCTE, 1987
88; formerly Executive Committee, Kansas
Association of Teachers of English.
Member: Comprehensive NCVE; Phi Delta
Kappa; NEA; Kansas Association of
Teachers of English; Kansas Association of
Teacher Educators. Publications: Articles
for Kansas Department of E .ucation; cur-
riculum for denominational press. Awards: Kansas Master
Teacher 1985; NEH grant for American Studies, 1980, 1981,
NHH grant for work in humanities, 1983. Program Participan,'
NC'TE general sessions; CSSEDC conferences; various state and
local workshops.
Position Statement: CSSEDC needs to continue its support,
encouragement, and stimulation for those of us who combine
heavy teaching loads with departmental assignments.

DEBORAH SMITH McCULLAR, Lan-
guage Arts Department Chairperson, Dean
Morgan Junior High Sc hold, Caspar,
Wyoming. Offices: CSSEDC Program
Chair, St. Louis; Cochair, Wyoming
Teachers Forum. Member: NOE,

CLAS. Publka!ions: Published
whet. Program Participant: NC1E,
CSSEDC,
Position Statement: Because educational
reform is a major national concern,
CSSEDC needs to continue its emphasis on leadership issues
the issues teachers face when they become involved in decision-
making, the risks they take when they do not. Educational reform
,hould be based on what educators know to he true, not what
those outside education believe to be. We need to emphasize
what we know about the issues students face which ,:ither impede

contribute to their success in school. Through increased aware-
ness of our organization, I envision increased prestige for
CSSEDC among educational institutions. When skills, talents,
knowledge and experience are combined, who better to effect
reform than the collective membership of CSSEDC--the seg-
ment of NCIE that provides leadership to secondary Laglish
teachers.
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In This Issue
COMPUTER LABS FOR ENGLISH, PART TWO
by James Strickland, editor

This is the second issue of the Quarterly dedicated to "Computer
Lahs for English." After I had finished editing the October 1988
issue, I realized I had received enough well-written manuscripts
to continue the discussion in the next issue. Manuscripts continue
to arrive, so I must admit the discussion ahout computers in
English classrooms could go on indefinitely. It is encouraging
to me to see that we. as a profession. s,:em to spend a great deal
of time and ink considering productive and innovative ways to
use the computer. My hope is that department chairpersons will
use the Quarterly as a focus of discussion for the first department
meeting of the new year. and that they will enzourage the teachers
in their department to try the ideas presented here. I also hope
they and their faculty will, in turn, write the articles for next
year's Quarterly.

Ttc first article is written hy Dr. Nancy Trauhiti, an linglkh
Resource Teacher at Springbrook High School in Silver Springs.
Maryland. Nancy's article discusses the evolution of her depart-
ment's use of a computer lah for English classes. She presents.
in a charming and practical series of "twenty questions," the
,..iost common, day-to-day problems that department chairs and
faculty must face when going "high-tech."

The second article is written by Kaye Jordan, the chairperson
of the English department of Spring High School on Highway
75 in Spring. Texas. Kaye's article describes the benefits she
and other English teachers in her departmcm have realized from
teaching their students to use the Writer's Workbench style-
checker.

The third article is written by Dr. David H. Roberts. a good
friend I look forward to seeing each year at the Conference on
College Composition and (.'ommunication. Dave has just taken
a new position with Samford Universtty in Birmingham,
Alabama. but was previously the director of Composition at the
13niversity of Southern Mississippi in Hattieshurg and the diretor
of the South Mississippi Writing Project. When I learned Dave
was writing a guide for teachers who wished to use computers
to teach writing, I thked him to write an article containing prac-
tical techniques that require very Prtle technical expertise to use.
He chose three of his most successful technique, for creating a
sense of community for writers, two of which use the computer
in the classroom.

The fourth article is written by Joyce S. Howe, the chairperson
of the English department of North High School, in Doemers
Grove, Illinois. Joyce describes a semester-long project evaluat-
ing thc integration of computers, specifically word processing,
into the teaching of writing for tenth graders. She reports success:
growth in areas stn:h as organization, support, and focus and
growth in composition measured holistically. In addition t the
report, Joyce appends some le,sons learned along the way, hints
to he passed on to chairpersons and faculty interested in trying
her approach.

I'm glad I continued this discussion.

Inside... page number

Twenty Questions about the Department Computer Lab
by Nancy Traubitz

Success With Writer's Workbench
by Kaye Jordan

Creating a Community of Writers
by David H. Roberts

An Experiment With Computers and Composition
by Joyce S. Howe
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TWENTY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE
DEPARTMENT COMPUTER LAB
by Nancy Traubitz
Springbrook High School, Silver Springs, Maryland

Like most large high schools, we had been toying with word
processing for several years. We had fourteen unassigned com-
puters clustered in a storage closet, the overflow from the real
lab installations. During the scattered class periods when com-
puter science and math classes were not being held there, intrepid
English teachers hiked just under a half mile to these "extra"
computers and camped out while students took turns typing and
printing out their compositions. The department got a reputation
as itinerant workers; students began calling themselves "migrant
writers." Small classes did show all the enthusiasm and improve-
ment we had been led to expect from word processing, but for
our regular classes of tweruy-eight students, we saw little im-
provement in writing and much loss of instructional time. We
never feared computers would replace us as classroom teachers.
W- never believed the availability of word processing would
magically change students into expert writers. However, we did
believe word processing was a powerful tool for all levels of
writers, ourselves inchnied.

When we learned we would have a word-processing installa-
tiontwenty-eight computers, seven printers, storage and office
spacewe expected things were going to change for the better,
if for no other reason than that the lab would be in the general
area of the Englkh classrooms. And because of our experience
as pseudo typing teachers or perhaps closet computer teachers,
we even thought we knew what we wcre doing when equipment,
discarded from serious computer science programs, started to
arrivecomputers, printers, networking control boxes, miles of
cables, boxes of paper, notebooks of software, snowstorms of
memoranda and questionnaires from the cenaal office. Looking
back, we realize we had no idea what we were doing! We did
not even know the right questions to ask. Now in our second
year, we are still searching for answers. However, we have
clarified the questionsnot how to retrieve or boot or byte in.
how to perform those wonderful arabesques at the keyboard that
our students learned a decade agobut how to remain the master
English teachers we have always beenwhile using our wonder-
ful new tool:i.

Questions to Answer before Students and Teachers
Begin to Use the Lab or "What do you mean,
'Word processing'?"

. Which English classes get to use the "Enidish" computer
lab'?

Writing classes should have priority. In our system all
students in grades 9 and I I arc expected to word process
at least kw compositions. both narrative and explanatory
writing. Juniors are expected to word process a research
essay.

2. What does an English computer lah look like? What furniture
will we need and where will we put it'? What about the
books and coats students always carry with them? Should
the students face the teacher?

Although we feared losing eye c-sintact with our students,
we placed the computers around the outside of the room,
four computers and one printer for every two tables. To
keep the cords and paper away from stretched-out student
limbs. cords were fastened underneath the tables, and paper
was stored on the tables under printer stands. In the center
of the room we created a work kland of chairs and tables

large enough for students to cluster around at the beginning
of class. Book, coats, and anything not directly related to
the writing task stayed on the center island.

3. Will all Fiiclish teachers he expected to use the lab?
All twenty teachers taught at least one section of either

grade 9 or grade I I , the grades where our system places
semester-length writing classes. We went through the trauma
of introducing a new group of teachers to word processing
in September and again in February. After the initial outrage
and panic, we agreed this on-the-job training was one of
the wisest decisions we made.

4. Wnat additional equipment will English classes need in the
computer lab? How about an overhead projector, a movie
projector, screens, and outlets in addition to those needed
for word-processing equipment?

We mounted two screens in the room, one at the front
behind the teacher's desk, one on the opposite wall. A
chalkless board also provided an excellent surface for pro-
jecting student work from the computer, for using the over-
head projector, or for showing films. We used all the trad-
itional equipment as well as the computeis.

5. What about storage for dictionaries, reference books, class
sets of grammar books, student disks, and student composi-
tion folders? What about secure storage for software, new
disks, and boxes of paper?

Each teacher received a personal disk storage box for
use with all classes. Student disks did not leave the lab and
students were not allowed to bring any disks or personal
software into the lab. Lockable file cabinets were part of
our initial installation. Because the teacher's desk in the lab
was used by several teachers each day, we made a special
effort to keep it stocked with the routine necessities. We
kept a class set of dictionaries and thesauruses in the room.
Over the year we experienced no pilfering.

6. Who "owns" the lab? Who secures the lab? Who sets the
alarm system? V, ho sees to letting in buildint, service work-
ers to clean? Who has the key?

The department chair and, if possible. the lab assistant
should "own" the lab This k not a responsibility for an
individual teacher unless compensation is provided.

7. When lucky enough to have them, where do we house the
assi stants?

We give them office space in or adjacent to the lab, when
possible. and thus provide two important benefits: ego en-
hancement 1Or important personnel and "ownership" of the
lab, with all the responsibility that entails.

8. What happens to the master schedule? How do we arrange
to get all the writing classes into the lab? What happens to
the skills-level writing classes, the journalism and advanced
writing electives'?

The writing classes At all students take to graduate must
always receive priority in the lab. Our experience suggests
that teachers should have no more than three writing classes
per semester and at least two writing classes during the year
in which a department begins word processing.

How do we distribute the resources of the system: the com-
position assistants, the media center materials necessary for
research essays, the reading teacher and resource room staff?

We always worked on the principle of the greatest good
for the largest number of students, while adhering carefully
to school policy and the law. In fairness, we did decide that
only one teacherthree writing cla,,sesean work on the
research essay each month.

9.
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H1. How does word processing in English classes influence the
"real" computer classes such as computer science and bus-
iness?

There appears to he less interest in programming courses
and a greater insistence on keyboarding as opposed to trad-
itiord typing classc:.

Questions to Answer as We Use the Lab or
"Are we in the lab today?"

1 1 . Does every English teacher need two classrooms?
Yes, unless every English teacher has a word-processing

installation on every student desk and the lab as a separate
work space is no longer necessary. Until then, a sign on
the door becomes very important to tell students and all
other interested parties (for example, the student who has
been absent all week) that the class which regularly meets
in this classroom is in the computer lab.

12. How much time will be lost from writing instruction just
getting into the lab and learning to use the equipment'?

Our experience suggests almost none.

13. Vv hat will happen to the instruction in vocabulary, research
reading and speaking?

We found very little in the curriculum Was lost. However,
because so many classes use the lab, all the information
about routine elasswork had to be clearly written out and
maintained in the regular classroom. Students working in
the lab ()hen dropped hv their classroom to read the ongoing
assignm.2ms on the chalkboard. Teachers also used the over
head in the lab to keep a record of ongoing assignments.
SIllet' several classes used the lab the same day, transparen-
Lies with the individual teacher's name and the class period
became essential resources tor students who needed to be
reminded what was due w hen We also posted a large.
clearly displayed calendar in the lab showing which teacher
w as scheduled to use the lab during which class period each
day . This schedule was a helpful reminder for both teachers
and students

14 Wilt students actualh draft compositions at the computer'?
Whv not do the rough draft in the classroom? The planning
sheet, at least?

The phiblem herc centers im the idea of saving computer
time. Students must comifose at the computer. Otherwise,
we're teaching typing. If an entire class falls behind, students
finish their compositions by hand. One class cannot hump
the next scheduled class. even if school has been closed for
Iwo weeks because of snow.

15 Will students plagiarize? Will they copy other students'
disks'? What do we do about electronic cheats?

We Limfronted this pro!)lem inunediately with our stu-
dents. We established a policy: cheats are thieves. 1 hey fail
the assignment, and often they fail the class. We had very
littk. trouble with this because we did not allow students to
remos e their disks from the lab. It' no disks can be brought
into the lab or taken from the lab, less "stealing" occurs.

Questions Teachers, Students and Our Parent
Community Continue to Ask as We Evaluate
Student Progress or "Did you get an 'A":"

lb. What about students who are absent?
Our lab is wen hehire school and aner school. We al-

kiwed students three da.s after the assignment was due to
complete it in the lab. Atter that the students were allow ed
to finish the draft in lonyhand under the teacher's supervi
shim We found it important to make clear that the assistants

would grade no more than five late papers. Teachers, not
assistants, supervised and graded late work. Students may
always write essays in longhand in a teacher-supervised
makeup session.

17. What about the student who does not type'?
Teachers must realize students who don't want to type

need not type. Teachers who insisted students must word
process compositions or even implied word processing influ-
enced composition grades caused serious trouble for students
and for themselves.

18. What about preparation and remediation for system- and/or
state-mandated tests':

We have no hard data yet, but so far the use of word
processing has not contributed to any marked improvement
in test scores except in the case of learning-disabled students.

19. What about writing for other classes in the English lab'?
We have filled the lab so full of English classes that other

disciplines have not been scheduled into our space. When
students finish their compositions, they work with other
students, reading over their shoulders, improving their writ-
ing. Peer evaluation and webbing have taken new and vital
forms in the lab.

20. What about qudents who have really incorporatey word
processing into their writing and find themselves at the end
of the semester forced back into "writing by hand?"

We could keep two labs busy every class period every
day. We could open the lab at six in the morning and run
it, filled with students, far into the night. At the end of our
first year. we asked three sections of on-level grade 11
students it' word processing had changed their writing. Many
students insisted that the computer had not changed their
wang at all. However, they did list very specific reasons
why they should he allowed to use the computer lab in every
class every day: the case of revision ("I can see what's
wrong . . . . The spelling-checker really helps."): the
speed of revision ("I just hit the delete key."); the organi-
zation ("I have a better awareness of how much I have
written. "); the relief ("I never worry about my handwriting
anymore."); the pleasure ot' neatness as opposed to the
clutter of composition folders, notebooks, raper scraps, bib-
liography and note cards: and the quiet class ("Everybody
worked.").

As we look toward next year, we have one additional question.
Is it time yet to toss out those composition folders and simply
pass along the students' disks to their next year's English teacher?
Our answer is "no, not yet," but we can see that day coming.

SPCCESS WITH WRITER'S WORKBENCH
by Kaye Jordan
Spring High School, Texas

Two years ago, the two high schools in the Spring Independent
School District launched an exciting computer project for
eleventh and twelfth grade students. At first, we were as skeptical
as many other English teachers, believing that the "machine"
would control our students' writing. However, as we evaluated
program after program, one system stood out: Writer's Work-
bench, by AT&T, a hard-disk system that evaluates writing.
From the moment we selected it, enthusiasm for the program
spread from teacher to student to parent.

Writer's Workbench is unique among other style-checker pro-
grams because ownership of the written work always lies in the
hands of the student. Students begin hy writing a rough draft of
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an essay, typing it into the computer. Then they request an
analysis by Writer's Workbench and receive a prinunut from the
computer, analyzing everything from organization to passive
voice to sentence structure. The printout also contains a list of
misspelled words, vague words, and abstract words found in
their essays. Writer's Workbench also provides a percentage
indicating the type of sentence openers used in the paper and
grade-level readability numbers based on selected reading scales.
In addition to all the other aids, a number appears at the end of
the analysis that all teachers seem to apprecitItethe word count.

Once students have this analysis in hand, they begin revising
and editing both as individuals and in groups. Their teachers
have previously taken the time to show the students how to
interpret the various sections of the analysis. After carefully
reading through each section of the analysis, they begin the
marking and changing. Students also use a glossary provided
by the system to make decisions as to usage and word choice.
They eagerly mark their own papers and confer with other stu-
dents. The room becomes abuzz with student talk, a sharing that
leads to improved essays.

When observing this sharing and enthusiasm, I have sensed
a difference in students as they attack a paper that the computer
has analyzed. Students work Mal sincere interest to impioye
the grammar and content of their essays. Ideally, this should
happen each time an essay is written, but realistically, this is
not so. As a teacher and an observer, I have asked myself what
has made the difference. I believe that seeing their papers in
print, knowing that an objective third party (the computer) has
done the analysis, and having specific suggestions in front of
them have all contributed to the students' desire to improve.

As their teacher, I have enjoyed the role of clarifier and
assistant. I no longer feel responsible for noticing errois in rough
drafts, fr the burden lies on the student, as it should. Writer's
Workbench labels "possible" errors and calls upon the student
to make the final judgment. Students are also more willing to
rewrite, revise, and edit papers because, when they correct their
papers, they are anxious to see "what the computer has to say
about it this time."

After develoi 'rig lesson plans that support using Writer's
Workbench to teach the writing process, I look forward to the
days when we work with "Kron" (our school nickname for the
system). The other teachers and I have even noticed !Audents
coming before and after school to put in a paper for which we
were not scheduled to use the computer. What began as a com-
puter lab to be used by junior and senior English classes has
developed into a computer lab that works to capacity from 6:30
a.m. until the last teacher in the department has to lock up in
the afternoon. "English teacher-student friendly"that's our
Writer's Workbench by AT&T.

CREATING A COMMUNITY OF WRITERS
by David H. Roberts
Samford University

Teacners and students in a classroom who share their writing
with one another create a community of writers. Such a commu-
nity provides support fr developing writers in an atmosphere
of tolerance and acceptance, regardless of varying skili levels,
and provides opportunities for growth not found in other writing
atmospheres.

Three exercises I've used successfully to create a community
of writers are interviews, "keyboard konversations," and chain
paragraphs.eis,
4

Interviews
I begin creating the community on the first day by asking students
to introduce the person sitting next to them. I allow about three
to five minutes for paired students to briefly interview one another
and then to write a few notes about that person, and I participate
fully in this get-to-know-you time by including myself in the
pairing.

The information that is shared does not have to be any more
personal than a name and place of birth, but it may include
something significant from the person's background. I sometimes
ask the students to volunteer one item of information about them
that they want the class to know, making it easier for the inter-
viewer. Last semester, one student bragged that he was pledging
a certain fraternity; another volunteered that he hated English
and enrolled in the class under duress. One student wanted all
the females in the class to know his phone number; another
volunteered that she didn't want his phone number because she
had his "number." Still another student wanted the class to
know that she was a born-again Christian, eager to talk with
anyone about her religious experiences.

Whatever information is shared, a sense of community begins
to develop. That sense of community is beneficial to the
improvement of writing during the semester that written evalu-
ations of my classes invariably include some mention of the new
friendships the students made during the semester. Students
openly share drafts of papers, talk about possible writing topics,
make honest evaluations of one another's writing, and provide
a real audience for the writer. As the sense of community
strengthens, a level of trust develops among the members of the
Hass. The students trust each other to read their drafts and to
offer the best advice they know how to offer. (Not all the advice
is sound, though, and students quickly discover who gives the
best advice.)

Keyboard Konversations
Another technique for developing a community of writers is to
use the computer to have students engage in "keyboard konver-
sations," a classroom activity I r:arned from a colleague at the
University of Southern Mksissippi. Two students share a com-
puter screen and keyboa.d while they write to each other. Their
conversation is light and personal, free from the constraints of
other classrooms.

A keyboard konversation during a freshman composition class
might begin like this:

S I: So, what the heck are we supposed to write about?
S2: I don't know. What did you do last niyht?
S I: Actually. I was delirious from workilig, all night, then I

stayed up until 3:30 like a stupid idiot.
S2: Where do you work at?
S I:Oh, I work at Vinny's Pizza.
S2: I know why your asking me all these questions, because you

have too.
S I: have too? It's have to. And I don't have to, I'm just doing

the assignment. Lose the attitude. What's your major?
S2: I'm going into Physical Therapy. I hear you make alot a

money in that. What's your major?
SI:That's a good question. I don't know what I want to major

in. But I wouldn't go into something just to make money.
S2: How long have you been in college'?
S I: I just started last semester.
S2: No wonder you don't know. I.00k the whole point of being

here is to get out and get a big money job.
.41=M=1=111..
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S I: I think I'd rather do something that I like, something that
makes me feel good about myself.

S2: Well, my father always says the only thing that matters is
money. If you got it, you'll feel good.

Keyboard konversations are informal, unfinished pieces of
writing, directed at an audience other than the writer. Since the
text is read by someone else, many writers begin by being self-
conscious about spelling and mechanics, which is natural, but
I try not to allow it to interfere with the meaning of the dialogue.
The twi: writers in the example were just beginning to have a
dialogue about the purpose of education, a topic that grew out
of their conversation. These keyboard konversations build con-
fidence in the student's own ability to write and help the student
learn to share i a community of writers.

Chain Paragraphs
Chain paragraphing is another exercise that can be done with a
computer to strengthen a sense of community. In Open to lAm-
guage (Oxford, 1982), Pat Hartwell says that chain paragraphing
helps students build an awareness of coherence in their writing,
a frequent problem with developing writers because they do not
rescan their text effectively. What little rescanning they do seems

to focus on fixing errors; chain paragraphs can help students see
the importance of rescanning for coherence.

Here's how it works. Each student begins a paragraph by
writing the opening sentence at the computer. The exercise seems
to work best if a common topic is assigned. I assign the opening
phrase of the topic sentence, something like, "I used to have a
best friend, but since . . . ." Everyone completes the first sen-
tence and moves to the left keyboard and writes the second

sentence, striving for coherence in the paragraph. After writing
another sentence, the students move to the left again to write
another sentence, and so forth, until the paragraph is 7 or 8
sentences long. Students then read some of the paragraphs aloud
and the class comments on the effectiveness of the writing and
makes some judgments about the coherence of the paragraph. I
try to center the discussion on each writer's need to read the
text that was produced so far in order to know where the para-
graph is headed. Rescanning the emerging text keeps the writer's
thoughts focused on the topic and creates coherence in the text.

Several variations on chain paragraphs work well. Teams can
compete with each other, each trying to write the chain paragraph
with the greatest coherence. Students can move randomly around
thc computer room, stopping to add text to any paragraph they
choose, instead of having to add text to the paragraph at the
next workstation.

All types of paragraph structures and all modes of discourse
can be illustrated and taught through the use of chain paragraphs.
Coordinating and subordinating sequence sentences in a para-
graph can also be taught and illustrated with chain paragraphs.
After explaining the different levels of abstraction within a para-
graph and providing examples, students can be instructed to add
sentences that follow specific patterns illustrated in class. Para-
graph structure can also be emphasized with chain paragraph
exercises, by beginning with an appropriate topic sentence and
asking each student to add a necessary sentence to create the
paragraph structure being illustrated.

One advantage of working with chain paragraphs, a kind of
collaborative composing, is that all texts become public texts,
and no person feels on display when sharing a text. A sense of
community can be enhanced through chain paragraphs and other
types of collaborative composing.

The Community
Writing improves quickly when a community of writers devel-
ops, and I am sure that techniques other than those I've mentioned
can be found to create a community of writers. Whatever the

technique, teachers and students must all write. Writing teachers
who write with their students show those students three things:
writing in the classroom is as important to the teacher as it is
to the student, teachers as well as students struggle with writing,
and expert and novice alike can learn through writing. Regardless
of the subject or the discipline, teachers who write with their
students and share their writings show the importance of writing
as part of the learning process in their discipline and eam-.2t help

but foster learning within a community of writers.
[Note: The author wishes to thank the South Mississippi Writ-

ing Project teacher/consultants for their comments on eanier
drafts of this paper. An earlier version of this palm.. is published
as part of the author's A Guide to Computer Aiatd Writing
Instruction, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winstol,, Inc.,
1988).]

AN EXPERIMENT WITH COMPUTERS
AND COMPOSITION
by Joyce S. Howe
North High School, Downers Grove, Illinois

A month after our school opened its computer lab in January
1987. I began a project with my three one-semester sophomore
English classes to teach the rudiments of using word processing
to write compositions. My goals were twofold: to offer the stu-
dents the advantages of using the computer to write their com-
positions and to measure any improvement using the recently
developed Illinois Integrated Holistic/Analytic Rating Scale, a
scale measuring growth in organization, support, and focus,
three areas that recent writing research indicates can be taught.
In addition, I decided to measure the students' reaction to the
project with a final survey to determine the degree of value they
placed on the project's activities.

The Project
During the first half of the semester, I scheduled 15 to 18 class
periods in the computer lab. These class periods were spread
over a period of six weeks. I also asked the students to come
into the lab, where I had arranged to be present during study
halls and before and after school.

Two assignments were used as my pre-and posttests to meas-
ure writing improvement. I had the students write an impromptu
assignment the second day of class and gave them a comparable
impromptu at the end of the semester. I measured these assign-
ments on the six-point Illinois Scale, a scale concerned with
writing development in fOur major areas: focus, organization,
support, and conventions. Focus is the degree to which the
idea/theme or point of view is clear and maintained. Organization
is the degree to which logical flow of ideas and explicitness of
the plan are clear. Support is the degree to which main points/ele-
ments are elaborated and explained by evidence and detailed
reasons. Finally, conventions refer to the degree to which the

conventions of standard English arc used: usage, sentence con-
struction, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and so forth. I

spent a great deal of time teaching the scale to students so that
they could use it to evaluate their own writing, as well as that
of other students, throughoni the semester.

My three classes consisted of regular sophomores; our reme-
dial and gifted students are in separate classes. I had a total of
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75 students, and my highest class enrollment was 28. There
were 15 Apple Ile computers available in the lab and a demon-
stration computer with two video monitors. I used Appleworks
Word Processing, for which 1 prepared my own brief handout
with the necessary commands and gave one copy to each student.
1 did not give them any instructions before going into the lab.
Instead, I relied on the handout with the printed Appleworks
commands and the video monitors for demonstration. I won't
claim it was easy, but 1 was pleased with the results, considering
that Appleworks is not the easiest program to learn. Next time,
I would do more preteaching before going into the lab.

The first two days were chaos. 1 had 28 hands up all at once.
But by the third day, students were on their own and I could
help with what they were writing rathcr than with the word
processing. After six periods in the computer lab, my students
had written two assignments on the computer and were familiar
with the basic commands. Ti4;or. was saved on disks they
purchased for their own use b. We printed students'
work whenever we wantedfor eNaluation, for editing, or for
recognition. They gave me their hard copies to read.

The two initial assignments consisted of a short precis of a
selection they had already read and an earlier composition that
I had already clitiqued and graded. Students were required to
type these compositions and submit both for a second grade.
While I have always allowed my students to revise and resubmit
all compositions, not many students chose to go through the
effort of totally rewriting their assignment. But on the computer,
they discovered that revision was completely different. As long
as they were entering the composition on the disk anyway, they
discovered how easy it was to insert additional support, add a
conclusion, insert transitions, and-- wonder of wonders ----check
their typing (and spelling) with the spell-checker. And they were
willing to do not one, but many revisions. It was as simple as
typing the "Print" command. Thereafter, I was reading stacks
of hard-copy printouts for the rest of the semester. On the final
evaluation, 90 percent of the students ranked the opportunity to
rewrite essays for a secimd grade as "very valuable" or "some-
what valuable." The second highest ranking was the comment
concerning the opportunity to revise assignments on the com-
puter; some 88 percent ranked this feature as "very valuable"
or "somewhat valuable,"

Teaching three classes in the lab each day is physically
exhausting. I was on my feet, up and down, bending over, and
sometimes actually jogging over to a distressed student. After
my three classes finished two assignments in the computer lab,
I made a decision. I only scheduled time for two classes in the
lab, allowing the third class the option to do their next compo-
sition in longhand or on the computer it' they could come in on
their own time. Then, I brought all three classes hek into the
lab for one, last, required writing assignment midway through
the semester. Since the students were familiar with the word
processing by this time, the schedule was not as much of a strain
on me.

For the last required computer essay, I collected all the disks
and, after grading these papers, I chose the best papers and
printed class sets from the disks onto a ditto,

The Results
Did the students make any gains'? Yes, I think so based on my
pre- and posttest assessments. As 1 compared the students' first
writing sample with the second, I immediately noticed that the
students wrote longer papers with clear divisions into paragraphs.
While I did not teaeh the students that their papers had to be
any specific number of paragraphs, I did teach that their papers
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must have a clear focus and be supported in subordinate pua-
graphs. I taught the students to have a minimum of three para-
graphs, depending on their focus. In the pretest, 38 percent of
the students had written a one paragraph response. In the posttest,
these same students, depending on their focus, wrote four or
five paragraph essays. In addition, 93 percent of all students
wrote multiparagraph essays with obvious transitions and longer
paragraphs of support.

Comparing the two writing assignments from my students, 1
was able to measnre growth holistically and to do so On the three
areas of organization, support, and focus. 1 did not measure
conventions because scores in this area, using a plus or minus
grade, are not easily quantifiable. The holistic score was not
computed as a numerical average of the four different areas of
organization, support, focus, and conventions. Rather, the holis-
tic score was the "gestalt," or overall impression, of the paper.
The results of the posttest show an 83 percent gain in the student's
writing in the areas of organization and support, with smaller
gains in focus and growth measured holistically.

The students (lid improve their holistic scores. A total of 37
percent of my students improved their holistic scores by one,
two, or three scale points. However, as mentioned before, the
most dramatic improvement was in organization and support. In
both areas, 83 percent showed gains of one, two, three, or four
scale points. On the final evaluation, 88 percent of the students
valued the revision capacity of the computer; 82 percent valued
writing their assignments on the computer; and a surprising 90
percent valued and used the opportunity to rewrite assignments
on the computer. As they told me in their comments, "It was
better to correct than rewrite the whole thing; . . . I was able
to see my organization and spelling; . . . it is easier to correct
your mistakes."

In conclusion, I feel that the computer has real potential to
help students organize and develop their writing. I will continue
with this unit as time is available in the lab. Thk year we expect
to have more teachers available to supervise students during their
free time, encouraging more students to come in, as they did
tOr me, to work on their writing assignments.

Helpful Hints
For anyone who wishes to borrow any part of my experiment,
I have prepared a list of some of the lessons that I learned during
the semester. I hope that my project helps others as they work
with computers and composition.

. Make sure students have their own dkks before going into
the lab. Our bookstore sold the correct disks for our
machines. If you relent and let them bring what they think
will work, you will be sorry. 1 was.

2. Format disks for students ahead of time. I wish I had done
this. I would have saved a day's time.

3. Tell students to help each other. There are always some
experts. Use them.

4. Stagger time in the lab for your classes. Don't bring aH
your classes into the lab on the same days unless you have
the strength of Hercules.

5. Have students sign out word-processing iirograms. Other-
wke students will leave programs in the machines or walk
out with the programs by accident or by design.

6. Put extra hardware iind software away. Our industrial arts
classes left "mouse" attachments on the machines. Some-
time during my class period, small balls that are part of the
"mice" disappeared. This was the only vandalism we ex-



perienced and, although we believe the balls were taken as
a prank, this could have been avoided.

7. Have students write their assignments out in longhand before
they come to the lab. While I had a few who could compose
on the machine, most did better when they were ready to
go with their assignments. However, this does not apply to
revision. Once the assignment is on the computer, the student
can revise directly on the machine.

8. Have the students write assignments on the computer that
are related to their regular class reading and writing. I found
the precis worked especially well.
Don't excuse students who claim they have different com-
puters at home. I required all students to learn Appleworks
anyway. However, I did let them turn in assignments on
their own machines.

10. Spell-checkers are invaluable for the students. We had two
different spell-checkers, Megaworks and Webster's. One
gave the students correct spellings, the other did not. Stu-
dents preferred the Webster's, which gave the spellings, but
Megaworks flagged more words. In addition, both gave
word counts. I told the students that if their paper was less
than 300 words, it did not have enough support. The students
knew they would have to increase the length of support.
Better spellers used the spell-checkers as proof readers. Even
though they knew the correct spelling, they often missed
mistakes on the screen. Extremely poor spellers found the
Webster's a lifesaver and told me so on their final evalua-
tions.

11. Don't worry about typing skills. Hunt-and-peck works when
all else fails. The students manage to get their typed work
on the disk.

12. Use ID numbers on student writing. Keep the writer anonym-
ous. It heiped me to grade more objectively and it certainly
helped the students when they read each other's papers.

13. Use the student disks to make multiple copies of compositions
for your classes to read, edit, and revise. You can print the
composition on a ditto and duplicate as needed.

14. Keep the students' disks in a safe place. I learned the hard
way. If students carry the disks in their folders, the disks
will get damaged and bent. You will avoid the disappoint-
ment and anger that comes when students discover that all
their writing is destroyed.

15. Invite the students into the lab at other times of the day.
You will be surprised how many take advantage. I offered
some extra credit at first, but this was soon unnecessary. I
was able to work with smar:r groups and these same stu-
dents, in turn, helped others during lab periods when I was
busy.

16. Students can read and evaluate their own compositions once
they are printed on the computer. They told me they could
identify their organizational patterns introductory parag-
raph, conclusion, transitions, and paragraph lengthmore
readily on the printouts than in longhand.

9.

CALLS FOR MANUSCRIPTS-PLANS FOR
FUTURE ISSUES

The CSSEDC Quarterly, a publication of the Conference for
Secondary School English Department Chairpersons of NCTE,
seeks articles of 250 to 3,0(X) words on topics of interest to
English depailment leaders. Informal, firsthand accounts of suc-
cessful department activi;ies are encouraged.

Recent surveys of our readers reveal these topics of interest:
encouraging leadership within the department, evaluating
teachers and curriculum, and implementing change. Short arti-
cles on these and other concerns are published in every issue.
In addition, upcoming issues will have these themes:

May 1989 (February 1 deadline):
High School-College Articulation
October 1989 (July 1 deadlme):
Research in the Classroom: Projects, Plans, Procedures
December 1989 (September 15 deadline):
Student Teacher Training Programs
'February 1990 (November 1 deadline):
Advanced Placement vs. Senkwitis

Address articles and inquiries to: James Strickland, Editor,
CSSEDC Quarterly, English Department, Slippery Rock Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, 16057-1326.

THE WRITING LAB NEWSLETTER

The Writing Lab Newsletter is an informal monthly publication
for those who direct or tutor in writing labs and language skills
centers. Articles, announcements, columns, and reviews of ma-
terials focus on topics in tutoring writing. For those who wish
to join the newsletter group, a yearly donation of $7.50 (U.S.
$12.50/yr. for Canadians) to defray printing and mailing costs
would be appreciated. Please make checks payable to Purdue
University. Send requests to join, checks, and manuscripts for
the newsletter to: Muriel Harris, Editor, Writing Lab Newsletter,
Department of English, Purdue University, West Lafayette, In-
diana 47907.

SHAKESPEARE AT THE FOLGER

The Folger Institute Center for Shakespeare Studies is pleased
to announce its 1989 summer humanities institute supported by
a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. "The
Problem of an Intellectual History for Shakespeare's Age" will
run for seven weeks from 13 June to 28 July, 1989.

Leeds Barroll, Professor of English at the University of Mary-
land :it Baltimore County, will direct "The Problem of an Intel-
lectual History for Shakespeare's Age" which will investigate
the ways in which a history of ideas can be undertaken today.

The institute will be a group revaluation of development,
stasis, and change in the relation of intellectual theory to practice
in England from 1480 to 1642. Members of the program will
be concerned with identifyingor reconsidering the existence
ofRenaissance philosophical, political, economic, and scien-
tific theories. But they will also deal with the ideologies to be
inferred from English activity in commerce, politics, physical
and psychological medicine, music, literature, drama, and the
plastic arts. Participants will have frequent recourse to the hold-
ings of the Folger Library, both to the "received texts" and to
the manuscripts, pamphlets, and ephemera that can comprise a
new "intellectual history" of the period.

"The Problem of an Intellectual History for Shakespeare's
Age" is open only to postdoctoral scholars. Enrollment will be
largely limited to those eligible to receive N.E.H. support to
attend the program. The Folger Institute will award fifteen $3,000
stipends funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
A few places may be available for independent scholars and for
faculty members of colleges and universities outside the United
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States who are able to participate without stipend support; they
are accordingly welcome to apply to attend.

For application forms, interested scholars should write Lena
Cowen Orlin, The Folger Institute, The Folger Shakespeare Li-
brary, 201 East Capitol Street, S.E., Washington, DC 20003,
or call (202) 54*4600. The deadline for applications is I March
1989.

NCTE ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS IN WRITING, 1989

To encourage high school students in their writing and to recog-
nize publicly some of the best student writers in the nation, the
National Council of Teachers of English will give achievement
awards in writing to over 800 Rudents who will graduate from
high school in 1990. This marksNthe thirty-second consecutive
year that NCTE has sponsored the chievement Awards. The
National Association of Secondary Sc. ool Principals has placed
the program on its advisory list of natioiIl contests and activities
for 1988-89.

1989 Schedule and Deadlines
January 23 Deadline for schools to return noni sation blanks

to NCTE, one blank for each nominee. Only nomin ion blanks
are to be submitted at this time, no comp. 'lions. Mnation
blanks postmarked after January 23,19F:4, may be disqua led.

March NCTE mails the impromptu theme topic and her
instructions to the teachers specified on the nomination blanks.

April 21 Deadline for teachers to mail nominees' impromp
themes and samples of best writing to their state coordinators.
Both compositions are to be sent in one package. Names and
addresses of state coordinators are included with the instructions
sent to teachers in March. These materials are not to be sent to
NCTE.

August 1 State coordinators report results to NCTE.
October NCTL announces the awards. Winners and their high

school principak are notified by mail. Nominees who did not
place in the competition are sent letters acknowledging their
participation in the program.

Please note: teachers are not notified, only studrnts.

Queries

Address queries to Achievement Awards in W { ting, National
Council of Teachers of English, 1111 Kenyo Road, Urbana,
:Ihnois 61801.

CSSEDC QUARTERLY
National Council of Teachers or English

1 1 I 1 Kenyon Road
Urbana. Illinois 61801

CSSEDC ELECTION RESULTS

Winners of the CSSEDC election were announced at the 1988
CSSEDC Conference in St, Louis. Myles Eley, English Depart-
ment Chair/teacher, Warren Central High School, Indianapolk,
Indiana, was elected Associate Chair. Also, Ira Hayes, Super-
visor of English, Syosset High School, Syosset, New York, and
Deborah Smith McCullar, Lang,uage Arts Department Chairper-
son, Dean Morgan Junior High School, Casper, Wyoming, were
elected Members-at-Large. Congratulations to the winners and
thanks to all the other candidates.
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